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Abstract
This practicum involves an in depth look at stepfamilies and the many challenges
they face in the blending process of forrning new relationships within the new family.

An examination of the issues faced exclusively by stepfamilies shows additional
pressures, tension and anxiety not ofien experienced by the nuclear family. Common
themes such as loss, boundaries, roles, communication and relationship development
are highlighted in the literature review. The following discussion explores the
student's practicum experience with 6 stepfamilies. The integrated approach use in
intervention involved elements of psychoeducation, the strengths perspective and
solution-focused therapy. The student worked with different subsystems within each
family system including individuals, couples, and families, Evaluation of the
practicum was conducted through the use of the index of Family Relations and the
index of Parental Attitude scales. Overall, the results of the practicum indicate the
value of the use of the strengths and psychoeducational approach in working with
stepfamilies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The focus of the practicum was family therapy with stepfamilies in which the
social work student worked with 6 couples and families using an integrated approach
for intervention. Overall, the student worked with various subsystems of the six
stepfamilies. For instance, the student worked with 5 couples in regards to child,
blended fmily and couple issues. The student aiso worked with one famiIy tfiat
included the former husband.
The topic of stepfamilies was chosen for a nwnber of reasons. The first was a
personal interest on the part of the social work student coming fiom the point of view
of an adult stepchild. Therefore, the social work student had a keen interest in
explaring the various dynamics, needs and difficulties that are commonly faced by
stepfarnilies and examining what approaches would be of most support to them.
AIso, it has become evident that the stepfamily was no longer an unusual family but a
growing phenornenon and one in which families feel alone in their experiences.

The area of stepfamilies within the field of social work is one of great
importance as is dernonstrated in available literature. Recent statistics have indicated
that 31% of al1 Canadian first marnages will end in divorce (Ambert, 1998). The
nuclear family can no longer be claimed as the primary family form in today's society
as more than 50% of families will be classified as a stepfarnily by the year 2000
(HowelI, Kleist, & Weers, 1998; Pill, 1990). Also, studies have indicated that
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therapists lack of knowledge of stepfmily issues, and the resulting treatment of
stepfamilies as nuclear families (Visher & Visher, 1996). Therefore, there is clearly
an increasing need for the social work fieId to be more aware of the problems faced
by stepfamilies. Thus, it was the intention of the social work student to acquire
additional knowledge in the area of stepfamily research and literature and to gain
expenence in providing an effective form of support in the therapeutic environment.
in exploring the approaches used to work with stepfarnilies the social work

student found that it was important to be flexible because each client's needs were
different and responded to various approaches in differing ways. As work progressed
with clients the social work student used a variety of interventions outside of what
was proposed before the work with the clients began. However, based on the
literature, two core approaches were used, the strengths approach and
psychoeducation.
The strengths approach focuses on the intemal resources and strengths that
individuals and families already have in coping with their day to day lives. This
approach provides the ability to focus on the strengths of each stepfamily, which
involves normaiizing and vaiidating their experiences throughout the entire
therapeutic process. As will be discussed, stepfamilies stilI lack rnodels to go by and
may feel isolated in their efforts to form a new hctioning family. Based on this they
may not realize that the hstration and difficulty they feel is normal and that seeking
therapeutic support is a sign of strength, love and caring for the well-being of their
family.

The strengths approach also involves building on the extended family support
networks, such as fnends and family, to lessen the isolation that stepfamilies may feel
(Knaub, Hanna, & Stinnett, 1994). Examining issues surrounding mutual respect,
communication and cooperation can strengthen fmily unity and sensitivity towards
stepfmily members (Pasley & Kollahite, 1993; PiIl, 1990).
The second component of the intervention involved educating or sharing
information surrounding issues of stepfamily life. Education and information provide

a stronger sense of direction in dealing with comrnon stepfamily problems and a
sense of tolerance about the time it may take for the family to blend. Family
integration can be a lengthy process and it takes each member time to feel
cornfortable with each other. Time alone between stepparent and stepchild,
biological parent and child and time for the family as a whole is beneficial (Burt &
Burt, 1996; Visher & Visher, 1994).

The psychoeducational approach also involved providing clients with
information on the parental roles within the stepfmily. It is recomrnended that the
stepparent need not initially take on the role of parent and disciplinarian but rather
form a fiiendship and build trust before taking on the role of parent (Howell et al.,
1998; Paley & Dollahite, 1993). The role of the remarried parent may be an area for
discussion, as it may be necessary to explore the fact that the remanied parent will
need to take on the disciplinarian roIe while the family takes time to integrate.
Therefore, the remarried parent may need to understand that bonds between the
stepparent and children need to form before the stepparent takes on a more parental
fuie. Ûveraii, ait: sicpFmiiy wiii decirit: how the sieppareni-s~epc~d
reiauonship

part of the family and where the dynarnics lie. A strong assessment sets the stage for
progress in fmily therapy.
It is also the social worker's role to keep sessions focused on the issues identified in
the assessment stage and assisting family members to use a different manner of
communicating when dealing with upsetting issues. Both skills contribute to progress
towards the agreed upon goals of each family.
The second learning goal was for the student therapist to develop additional
skills in the couple therapy area of working with stepfamilies. Couple therapy is an
important aspect of overall stepfmily fwictioning. Couple therapy c m be
particularly challenging, as there is the possibility of working on issues related to two
different ways of parenting and the challenge may lie in finding ways to mutually
balance opposite parenting styles while maintaining mutual support in individuai
roles as parents or stepparents. Another challenging aspect of couple therapy in
stepfamilies is the fact that parenting dernands are oflen prioritized ahead o f a focus
on couple development, whereas in the nuclear family system the couple component
is developed before parenting. The Literature states the strength of the couple fosters
the strength of the stepfamily, and the couple is a very important sub-issue to the
stepfmily's success. ConsequentIy, the task of couple therapy rnay involve
supporting and strengthening the notion that the couple bond is just as important as
the parental role because of its function in fmily stability. Therefore, the social work
student airned to become well versed in the issues couples in stepfamilies deaI with
and to become effective in providing counselling on communication skills, mutuai
waÿa
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Third, the social work student intended to develop additional skills and
knowledge in working with children in stepfamilies. The dynarnics in stepfamilies
are different From those of nuclear families and children of various ages react to their
stepfamily situations in many ways. For instance, as will be discussed in the next
chapter, very young children are more accepting of stepparents than adolescents who
rnay be less cooperative because they are in the process of forming their own identity
and rebelling From their new farnily (Visher & Visher, 1996). Part of the work with
children in stepfamilies is to guide parents on how to effectively meet the needs of
their children and stepchildren at different ages and stages of development.
The fourth learning goai was to develop additional skills in evaluating
stepfamilies' process of change throughout the counselling process. Accordingly, the
social work student recognized the importance of continual assessment throughout the
stages of counselling. including clients in assessing progress by exarnining goals
helps create awareness that they are an integral part of assessing change and in
determining the level of service they are receiving. Practice evaluation methods
included the use of scaling techniques standardized measures, a client satisfaction
questionnaire, and verbal evaluation of goal attainment with ciients. Clients' verbal
evaluations of progress and goal anainment were compared with pre- and postcounselling results on standardized measures.

In this practicum report, the riterature review discusses the issues common to
stepfamilies. Chapter 3 wiIl explore the practicum work and, the similarities and
differences involved with fourof the families, two stepfamilies will be exarnined in
1
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practicum and explores possible recommendations for change in relation to the
measures used. The report concludes with a summary of learning goals and a review
of possible recomrnendations based on the social work student's experiences in
working with step farnilies.

Terminoloov
The following practicum report uses the tenns stepfamily and blended farnily
interchangeably to represent the wide range of family dynamics that characterize this
family form. The terms include couples living common-law as well as farnilies that
include non-residential children. The tenn bi-nuclear family, a term defined by
Ahrons & Wallisch (1 987), and CO-parentingare also used to represent stepfamilies
that are invohed with the non-residential parent or former spouse(s) of the reman-ied
family.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

tt is indisputable that Canadian stepfamilies are increasing at an incredible
rate as it is estimated that 75% of men and 65% of divorced women marry for a
second t h e and are living in a stepfmily (Ambert, 1998). American statistics
suggest that by the year 2000 the stepfamily will be the main fmily form (pill, 1990;
Visher & Visher, 1994). This is a clear indication that the nuclear family is no longer
the nom and there are distinct problems related to stepfamilies. Therefore, it is
important to recognize the specific issues stepfamilies face and what is effective in
providing support. The following discussion will review the issues found in the
literature on stepfamilies and interventions that are effective in working with this type
of family.

Loss
It is important to recognize that the foundation of the stepfamily is built on
loss, which may involve the loss of a spouse fiom divorce or death, the loss of the
nuclear family for the parents and children, the loss of family traditions, and the loss

of family history experiences for children (KeIley, 1996; Kupisch, 1991;Whitsett &
Land, 1992). With the feeling of loss of a family children may begin to feeI loyaity
stmggles developing between their feelings for their parents and stepparents (Keiley,
1996).

Role Strain
An important issue in relation to stepfamilies is role strain, wvhich involves the

challenges and disagreements people experience as they c a r y out their social roles
(Whitsett & Land, 1992). When socialized roles become continually problematic,
role strain can develop into loss of self-esteem or chronic stress (Whitsett & Land,
1992). One of the key issues in regard to d e suain is the lack of socialized noms
for stepparents, and stress may result Eom the arnbiguity surroundhg how to conduct
thernselves. They may be very uncertain of their level of authority in areas such as
rules and discipline, or members within the stepfamily may be unclear as to who is a
member of the family if non-residential children are involved (Fine & Schwebel,
1992; Kelly, 1996; Pasley & Dollahite, 1993; Saint-Jacques, 1995; Whitsett & Land,
1992). Saint-Jacques (1995) found that there is confusion over a stepparent's role of
authonty and it can be stressful for the parent when there is an element of cornpetition
between the stepparent and the children. Overall, stepparents have few role models
to guide them on how to be a stepparent. They must often l e m hom theù own
experience, which can be a very difficult process given the complexities of stepfamily
relationships.
Role strain may be fostered by unclear boundaries in relation to who parents
whom, or how to handle non-residential chikiren. Whitsett and Land (1992) state that
stepfamilies often need to relax their boundaries to work with members who are in
and out and thereby expand their idea of who is part of the family; for example, the
farnily may include the child who stays on weekends as a regiilar rnember of the
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boundaries to uphold stability, rules, and reliability (Whitsett & Land, 1992).
Therefore, they may have set rules and standards specific to their household and make
it clear to the non-residential child that the rules will be different Erom the other
household. These demands can create high levels of role strain with stepparents.
It appears that there is abo uncertainty in the literature about stepparent roles.
Knaub et al. (1984), in their review of literature, found that some studies concluded
stepparents should not be invotved in parenting duties, particularly at the beginning of
the remariage. Pasley & Dollahite (1993) also found in their review that some
studies concluded the marital relationship and the stepparent-stepchild relationship
were much better off if the stepparent did not take on a parental position. Less
conflict occuned if the stepparent focused on forming a friendly, supportive and
respectful relationship first (Pasley & Doilahite, 1993). However, they also
encountered studies that found parents dissatisfied with the level of involvement by
stepparents. There are conflicting messages in the research as to what stepparents
should and should not do.
Due to the fact that roles and expectations are not clear, stepparents may form
their own "ideals" of what their stepfamily should be like. Some stepparents believe
their families should fùnction similady to intact, nucIear families and this creates
stress, hstration and very high d e strain (Fine & Schwebel, 1992). Pi11 (1990)
found that many remarried couples did not prepare for their upcoming stepfamily life
as they were caught up in the eariy stages of their new marriage. In this study 41% of
stepfamily couples believed their family woutd bond in a manner similar to nuclear

families and couples found stepfarnily life demanding and more effort than they
expected (Pill, 1990).

Gender
Studies have also focused on role behaviour in relation to stepparents. For
exarnple, stepmothers have more difficulty, are more stressed and are less satisfied
than stepfathers and this may be due to expectations that they take on the main
childcare tasks (Fine & Kurdek, 1992; Pasley & Dollahite, 1993). Stepmothers have
fewer role models, have to deal with more negative stereotypes (Le. the ''wicked
stepmother"), and are more likely to have confiicts with other family members on
how to parent the stepchildren (Fine & Schwebel, 1992; Whitsett & Land, 1992).
Therefore, it is more likely that stepmothers wilI be more stressed and feel more
conhsed in their role as a stepparent (Fine & Schwebel, 1992).
Fine & Kurdek (1992) exarnined adolescent reiationships with stepparents and
found that teenagers living with stepfathers had fewer social problems and higher
self-esteem than when living with stepmothers. in regards to stepfathers, Palisi,
Orleans, Caddell, and Korn (1991) found that if stepfathers did not have previous
experience with parenting, then they were more likely to have lower scores in maritai
adjustment and have more disapproving feelings toward their stepchildren. Fine,
Coleman, and Ganong (1997) also conducted a study that exarnined the relationship
between role construction and adjustment for stepfathers. They found that stepfathers
were more satisfied in the marriage when they were authoritative as stepparents.
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parents, and stepfaihers who were better adjusted personatly tended to believc îhat
they should take a more active roIe as a parent (Fine et al, 1997). interestingly, this
study found that stepfathers who reported being w m and supportive yet controlling
and authoritative were content with their mariage and stepfamily life. Also, they
were better adjusted because they believed they should parent in this manner.

Cohesion
Another issue that has been exarnined in the research literature is the degree of

family cohesion in stepfarniIies. Family cohesion involves the emotiona1 cIoseness
within a famiiy, and includes boundaries and famibj alignent (Pill, 1990). Pill

(1 990) found that biological members within the stepfarnily were more encotuaging,
w m and supportive towards each other, whereas reIationships between Farnily and

stepfamily members were not as close. However, the shidy also found that stepfamily
members felt that uphoIding respect within the step-rdationships was important. in
addition, Pi11 (1990) found that stepfarnilies were highly adaptable and viewed Iower
stepfamily cohesion scores as a method of furttiering rather than holding back
stepCamily co~ectednessbecause the stepfamilies were able to adjust their
expectations and loosen their boundaries with more ease. Smith (1992) also found
that the comp1e.t: type of stepfamily (thcse with both adults bringing children to the
remarriage) did not necessady mean a Iower cohesion score. Overdl, some studies
indicate that stepfamiIy rnembers can Iearn to be flexible, respectful, and work with
their differences.

Twes of Stepfamilies

Some authors find it important to categorize various types of stepfamilies and
specify the issues related to these types. Studies have categorized stepfamilies as
simple stepfamilies where only one spouse has children, whereas compla
stepfamilies, as mentioned above, involve both partners having children who are
being brought into the remaniage (Fine & Kurdek, 1992; Schultz & Schultz, 1991;
Smith, 1992).
Berger (1995) delineated three new categories of stepfamilies. The integrated
stepfamily focused on the couple, despite both spouses bringing children from past
mariages. The children were late adolescents or young adults and soon to leave the
family, therefore the couple was past the childrearing phase and focused on the
development of the relationships. The invented family was described as one that was
focused on the dynamics of family building and members did not focus on their past
family Iife. Usually one spouse has had a child and the other was not previously
married and creating a "new" family was the main focus for the couple (Berger,
1995). The imporred stepfamily, focuses mainly on sustaining the original family as
if nothing has changed and merely continuing as before except with new chiidren and
parents in the mix. Therefore, the adults in the couple parent each other's children
fiom the past marriage as well as their own (Berger, 1995). Although this may be an
important area to examine with stepfamilies, the categories described by Berger
(1995)' do not appear to have any further support f?om the Iiterature. However,
Berger (1995) makes a very important point by concluding that it may be an oversight

to generalize when assessing stepfamiiies and the considerations of different types of
stepfmilies may be an issue of importance when determining an intervention.
In the literature there are mixed reviews on how the various types of
stepfamilies affect the issues surroundhg stepfamilies. Two studies involving the
adjustment of adolescents in stepfamilies and overd1 fmily cohesion determined that

simple or compla types did not have any sigificant impact on these issues (Fine &
Kurdek, 1992; Smith, 1992). However, other studies detemined that the complex
stepfamily created high levels of stress and decreased marital satisfaction for the
couple (Fine & Schwebel, 1992; Schultz & Schultz, 1991). Compltx families must
cope with more when dealing with anything fiom discipline to traditions and rules as
they are bringing together two different ways of hctioning in regards to day to day
fmily life (Schultz & Schultz, 1991). Despite the conflicting outcomes on this issue
it may be important to consider the reality that btending two different families does
create more difficulties.

Adolescents
Another aspect to consider is the effect of adolescents in a stepfarnily. Smith
(1992) performed a study on family cohesion and concluded that families with
adolescents reported lower cohesion scores than stepfamilies without teenagers.
Saint-Jacques (1995) determined that adolescents will have an impact on the degree
of role strain in the famiIy. Adolescence is a time in which teens are searching for
independence, yet, yeaming for acceptance, which may be more acknowledged by the
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Jacques, 1995). Grinwald (1995) examined communication patterns in stepfamilies
and concluded that communication between adolescents and parents was not as strong

as in nuclear families.
It is interesting to note studies that address gender issues within families with
adolescents. Grinwald's (1995) study on communication determined that mothers
were better at comrnunicating with adolescents than fathers. Fernale teenagers whose
mother remarried after the death of a spouse had superior communication patterns
with their parents than adolescent males. However, in remarried families joined after
divorce, male teenagers had better communication patterns with their parents than
adolescent fernales (Grinwald, 1995). The author concluded that clinicians rnay want
to take note of adolescent females after divorce and adolescent males in stepfamilies
joined afler a parent death (Grinwald, 1995).

Non-Residential Parents
An important element of the stepfarniiy is the CO-parentingrelationship with

the non-residential parent, which is often the most difficult for stepfamilies to cope
with. Ahrons & Wallisch (1987) used the term "binuclear family" to describe a
fmily in which children are a rnember of two households, or the children continue to
be involved with the non-residential parent through visitation.

The CO-parentalrelationship c m create some very natural difficulties for the
stepfamily system due to the lack of mies or social n o m guiding how former
spouses communicate and work together in parenthg their children. Therefore, these
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and stress (Ahrons & WaIlisch, 1987; Bray & Berger, 1993; Buehler & Ryan, 1994)).
Part of this tension may involve the difficuky in formulating new methods of

communication, which will be contrary to the parenting relationship that was
developed when the coupie was married.
Ahrons and Wallisch (1987) conducted a pretiminary study on the overall
"binuclear" family and detemined that the CO-parentingrelationship weakened when
the father remarried as opposed to the rnother, with the father's remarriage creating
increased tension. The authors also found that there was increased conflict between
mothers and stepmothers as they had more differences in opinions and stressful
interactions.
Buehler and Ryan (1994) detemined tbat when mothers remarried there was a
higher likelihood that visitation would discontinue with the non-residential fathers,
and hypothesized that the fathers may have found it too difficult to cope with the

stepparent, Also, the remarried mother may wish to focus her attention on the new
family rather than attempting to leam to cornrnunicate with the former spouse.
Reduced visitation wiIl also occur if there is more conflict between co-parents
whether they are remarried or not (Buehler & Ryan, 1994). BuehIer & Ryan (1994)
concluded that cooperation between CO-parentswouId help them cope with the
compIexity of the "binucIeaf famiiy relationship.
A study on non-residentiai mothers, or "role-reversa1 families," detemined

that they were more likely to remain in contact with their children than nonresidential fathers, however these mothers had a reduced role in parenting
responsï~iiiueswhiie ihe faher iook on more ipepner, i W ; iviaccobyik Mnoo'Kin,

1992). The authors concluded that this may have been due to the fact that women are

more likely to be caretaicers for children based on societaI noms, therefore the nonresidential mother is a less Frequent occurrence in b'binucIeai' farnilies (Bray &
Berger, 1993).
Depner (1993)noted a number of studies that concluded that "role-reversai"
families resulted due to a nurnber of factors. For exampfe, role-reversal situations
arose when fathers became the main care provider after difficulties arose in the
matemal residential arrangements, when residentid fathers had problems with the
mother's parenting abilities to care for the children, and when the fathers felt nonresidential mothers did not have the motivation or ability to parent due to substance
abuse or emotional problems.
The co-parental relationship can have an impact on children as well. White &
Gilbreth (2001) noted in their study that a positive relationship with the nonresidential father and step father resulted in positive uutcomes for adolescents. They
also indicated that chiIdren having a positive relationship with fathers and stepfathers
did not depend on whether the mother was remanied. However, more adolescents in
stepfarnilies reported better relationships with non-residential fathers than teenagers
living with a single parent. Overall, the authors concluded that the stepfather did not
replace the bioIogicai father but rather filled a void for what the biological father
couid not provide.

Intervention

Assessrnent
A thorough assessment of the various issues a stepfmily may be experiencing

is important in determining which way to direct the intervention. Bray (1994) claims
that not understanding the presenting problem in the context of stepfamily issues may
result in an unsuccessful intervention.
It is essentiaf to assess basic farnily information, which may entail having an
understanding of who is invoived in the stepfamily, where the prablems arise between
members, and the dynamics of those relationships; for exarnple, finding out how
strong the relationship is behveen the children and biological parent (Burt & Burt,
1996). In addition, an understanding of the time kame regarding the curent length of
the remarriage, the time elapsed since separation and divorce, or the length of time
the members of the couple rnay have been single parents is essential (Burt & Burt,
1996). The clinician will need to assess issues surrounding custody arrangements,
visitation and child support (Burt & Burt, 1996).
An important tooI to be used in the assessment pmcess is the family

genogram, which bas many benefits, as it is efficient in formdating a cIear visual
picture for the clinician and the stepfamily of the intricate nature of their situation.
The genogram can also provide stepfamilies with a clearer understandmg of why they
may be having difficulties and thereby m a t e a normalking and validating effect

(Bray, 1994; Burt & Burt, 1996; KefIey, 1996; Visher & Visher, 1996). For the
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confusion that may result fiom the many issues on the table from the various
stepfamily memberç (Visher & Visher, 1996).
Morrison and Stollrnan (1995) describe an assessrnent rnodel specific to
stepfamily issues which outlines six areas of assessrnent. The first issue is to examine

task performance or how weI1 the stepfamily can achieve tasks together while
allowing for the individual growth of each member. The second issue is role
performance, which is how well the family c m designate activities to its rnernbers

and their level of cooperation in assuming these roles. The third componeni is
communication, which involves assessing how rnernbers exchange information. The
fourth category is affective invoIvernent or the levels of emotiond support rnernbers
provide for one another. The fifth etement is controt or the degree to which each
mernber affects one another's behaviour and the last issue is the noms and values
that mle the farnily's ideals, moraIs and goals (Morrison & Stollrnan, 1995).

Solution-Focused ï h e r a ~ vISFT)
Solution-focused therapy (SFT) is an approach that can be very efficient in
working with stepfiuniIies. The premise behind this approach is to focus on solutions
rather than exarnining the probtern in great detait (Adams, Jurich, & Piercy, 1991).
Rather than tooichg at negatives, SFT focuses on the positives and begins by working
towards resotutions rather than on what has been going wrong. This in itself can
change the whole direction of an intervention, as SFT promotes the clients' own
resources, notions of tùture possibilities and goals in therapy @ o h , 1992).

in order for the solution to fit with their reality (de Shazer, Berg, Lipchik, Nunnaly,
Molnar, Gingerich & Weiner-Davis, 1986). Also, SFT uses the therapist as the
means to empower the client to formulate and develop a goal and assumes that the
client has the intemal skills and know-how to devise effective solutions (Dolan,
1998).
Adams et al. (199 1) studied the "formula first session task (FFST)," which can
be described as asking clients in the very first session to look for positive aspects in
the farnily and to discuss them in the second session. The authors studied the effects
of FFST on goal clarity, optimism and cornpliance. It was recognized that it is often
dificult for families to determine goals, and memberç very often provide vague
reports of the problem. As rnost family therapists are aware, goals are necessary to
develop a treatment plan and to gauge whether an intervention was effective (Adams
et al., 1991. The study found that FFST given at the end of the first session produced
more cornprehensible goals and improvement on the presenting problem than when
FFST was conducted in subsequent sessions, and the subjects were found to be more
compliant with the task they were asked to perfonn.
Also, FFST had the most impact within the first few sessions rather than after
the full 10 sessions that were studied. This may be an important indicator to get a
families attention in the begiming and start off on the nght foot with the therapist
comecting quickly with families (Adams et al., 1991). The FFST fosters the belief
that families can formulate their own soiutions but have not been able to recognize
them and this was accomplished by focusing on present and future circumstances
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it encouraged them to examine their strengths and resources, which changed their
expectations, as entering therapy rnost clients predicted things would proceed
negatively (Adams et al., 1991). The value in this mode1 of focusing on strengths
may make it easier for farnilies to do the work necessary as there is not a constant
focus on the shortfalls. Farnilies begin to believe that change is possible (Adams et
al., 1991).
Formulating goals is an integral component of the Solution-Focused approach

as they provide a method of measuring change during the therapeutic intervention.
Goals can help the client be aware of changes in the presenting issue and when
counselling c m end (de Shazer et al., 1986). Another SFT tool in measuring progress
the formulation of scales to measure degrees of a problern or a client's willingness to
change. For exarnple, a scale maybe based on a range of 1 to 10 with 1 indicating the
problem is solved and 10 that the problem is not solved (Berg & Miller, 1991; Dolan,
1991; Dolan, 1998).
Identifying exceptions to the presenting problem is an important method in
SFT to further the process of change. The premise is to focus on what happens when
the problem is not taking pIace in order for the counsellor to focus on possible
solutions (de Schazer et al., 1986; Johnson & Miller, 1994; Miller, 1992). In this
situation the questions are "When would you Say you do not have that @roblem)?'or
"What is different about those times when the (problem) does not occur?" (Miller,
1992, p.4). Solution-focused therapy can provide vaiuable tools when working with
the stepfamily population and is a very effective and efficient way of formulating
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Sirenahs Pemective
There is a body of literature that attempts to address the problem of negative
assumptions made about and within stepfamilies (Berger, 1995; PiII, 1990; Smith,
1992; Visher & Visher, 1994). These authors have focused on what stenfamilies can

Iearn and build upon fiom their own strengths, as well as outlining how society in
general c m l e m irom thern. Identifying strengths is a way to provide hope and
strength for step farnilies in distress.
Berger (1995) and Visher & Visher (1994) conctude that stepfamilies are not
necessarily always dissatisfied and that there are various ways to go about
rnaximizing satisfaction, such as creating new farnily rituals and traditions. Smith
(1992) concluded in a study on three types ofstepfarnilies that the issues stepfarnilies
deai with exemplify the point that there is no one certain way to form a functional and
satisfied faily. A clinician can build on how individuah within each stepfamily
have worked out a method of operating and focus on those strengths to improve
relationships.

Studies have found that important elements of family strength are support,
sensitivity, communication, flexibility, mutual respect, family unity and cooperation
(Knaub et aI., 1984; Pasiey & Dollahite, 1993; Pill, 1990). Knaub et ai. (1984) also
suggested that if stepfamilies are aware of their difficulties and of changes that need
to be made, they o Aen beiieve themselves to be strong and successful. Therefore, it is
important for clinicians to normalize the experiences and difficulties stepfamilies are
1
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econornic and social problems (Howell et al., 1998; Pasley & Dollahite, 1993; Visher
& Visher, 1994). Of utrnost importance regarding family strengths is support fiom

friends, family and the comrnunity in fostering an encouraging environment (Knaub
et al., 1984).
Knaub et al. (1984) suggests that clinicians consider the unique characteristics
of stepfamilies and build on the positive components of the family. It is important not
to consider struggles and differences between family members as a weakness. Most
importantly, a family's attentiveness to differences associated with positive support

are the ingredients that will help foster farnily strength (Knaub et al., 1984).

Psychoeducation
Psychoeducation is a valuable intervention with stepfmilies as providing
families with information on stepfamily processes and issues can begin the process of
gaining a sense of control, developing a sense of what normal behaviour is, and
refiaming a stepfmily's expectations of family life to be more realistic (But & Burt,
1996; Pill, 1990; Visher, 1990). Unrealistic expectations can often lead to anger and
depression, therefore information on realistic expectations for a stepfamily may help
in starting the healing process for the family (Howell et al., 1998; Kupisch, 1991;
Visher & Visher, 1990;Visher & Visher, 1996). Visher and Visher (1990) state that
being aware of what to expect is very helpful during the time it takes for a family to
deal with the blending process. Burt & Burt (1996) specifi that providing
educational information can be a part of every component of the treatrnent process.

Some specific elements to include in the psychoeducational process include
four areas. The first involves providhg information on the methods of integration of
the stepfmily. Many merging stepfmilies are unaware that integration is a lengthy
process and a fmily often takes 4 to 5 years to feeI they are fùnctioning as a full unit
(Kupisch, 1991; Pasley & Dollahite, 1993;Visher & Visher, 1990; Visher & Visher,
1994; Visher & Visher, 1996). Otten coupIes expect their stepfarnilies to unite
quickly but this is typically not the case. Therefore, it is important for stepfamilies to
be aware that relationships wilI take tirne to form, and as they develop and grow
problems will seern more manageable (Visher & Visher, 1994).
The second area of importance is stepparent roles. It is acceptable and
recomrnended that stepparents befnend, act as a mentor or confidante, or assume the
role of parent support before taking an authoritative parental role. The stepparent
should slowly work into the family and it is important to consider that the role of the
stepparent will depend on the desires of the chiid, the needs of the stepparent, the
expectations and needs of the partner, and the requirements of the divorced, nonresidential parent (Visher & Visher, 1990; Visher & Visher, 1994; Visher & Visher,
1996).
information and discussion about discipline are essential as the stepparent is
ofien expected to take on a disciplinarian role (Kelley, 1996). Studies have indicated
that stepparents need not take on a disciplinary roIe too quickly (Howell et ai., 1998;
Kelley, 1996; Pasley & Dollahite, 1993). This will often create conflict as
stepfamilies consist of two families that have previously formed two different sets of
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clarifying the expectations of roles and how these roles can effectively meet the needs

of each stepfmily member rnay begin the process of a heaIthier, hctioning
stepfamily (Howell et al., 1998; Kupisch, 1991; Pasley & Dollahite, 1993; SaintJacques, 1995).
Contrary to the above findings, which are supported by the psychoeducational
approach, Fine et al. (1997) concluded in their study on the relations between role
constructions and adjustment among stepfathers, that stepparents should have the
option of disciplining their stepchildren. At this point it appears this is one of the few
research studies that has made this claim and the authors suggest their findings should
be interpreted carefully. From a psychoeducational perspective, counsellors rnay take
this finding into account in working with some stepfamilies where stepparent
discipline seems appropriate.
A third category in the psychoeducational approach involves the dilemmas

faced by the remamed parent as often they are caught up in the new maniage and
rnay overlook the needs of their children. For exarnple, there rnay be expectations
that the children call the stepparent "dad" as the couple is initially ecstatic about the
new maniage and rnay assume the children should be as well. The r e m d e d coupLe
rnay expect the family to form relationships as a nuclear family tvould, however the
children rnay be very upset with this arrangement. Problems between the couple rnay
aIso arise if the biological parent feels confused between feetings of guilt or loydty
about the needs of their child versus the needs of the new marriage (Visher & Visher,
1994; Visher & Visher, 1996). At times the clinician rnay need to stress the

adjustment period for children. Overall, the clinician may need to assist the remarried
parents in examining a balance between the needs of their children and the stepparent
(Visher & Visher, 1994).
The fourth category is education about the importance of forming individual
relationships within the stepfmily unity. This involves information about the value
of one-on-one tirne between parent and child and stepparent and child (Kelly, 1996;
Visher & Visher, 1994; Visher, 1994; Visher & Visher, 1996). Burt & Burt (1996)
state that individual relationships are one of the most valuable instructions to pass on
to stepfamilies as foning individual relationships will help develop and maintain the
overat1 family unity. Research has s h o w that the stepparent-stepchild relationship
cm have an impact on marital satisfaction (Whitsett & Land, 1992), therefore

forming a fiendship between the two can be beneficial for the couple as well as the
family as a whole.

Grief and Loss
Another essential component of an intervention with stepfarnilies is working
through grief and loss issues. This entails allowing time to explore unsettled grief
fiom the loss of a previous rnaniage, a nuclear fmily or a parent-child relationship, a
home, or a school and peers for the children (Visher & Visher, 1996). These issues
may have been pushed aside while stepfamily members were ûying to cope with
surviving a divorce, or enjoying the excitement of a remaniage. E x p l o ~ loss
g issues
models for the farnily that it is acceptable for ail members to feel grief and loss over
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1990;Visher & Visher, 1996). Once grief issues have been expIored it may be
possibIe that the stepfamily can move on to a new stage in their family life (Visher &
Visher, 1990)

Farnily Related Issues
An important intervention is to begin the process of fostering the formation

and bonding of the new stepfmiiy identity. PiII's (1990) study on redefining the
farniIy found that scores on family identity within their stepfamily sarnple indicated
that experiencing similar life events, daily rituals, and family events together as a

Fâmily created a stronger famiIy identity. it is recommendcd that clhicians facilitate
the process of establishing a new family identity through forming new rituals, which
can be a powerful tool in sustaining family paradigms (Pill, 1990; Visher & Visher,

1990; Visher & Visher, 1996). It is essentiat that therapists be aware of the fact that
the stepparent often feels tike an outsider due to not being a part of the stepchild's and

bioIogical parent's former life. Therefore, sharing the famiIy history can help reduce
issues of jealousy, misunderstanding, and favoritism, thereby leading to the
development of future planning as a stepfamily (Pasky & Douahite, 1993; Pill,

1990).

Couple Issues
Focusing on the couple as the main part of the intervention is important for

many reasons. Fit.the stability of a strong couple wiII provide strength to the
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that marital satisfaction cm determine the success and strength of a stepfamily and
anticipate the well being of the children (Howell et al., 1998).
Secondly, an alliance between the biological parent and child is usually
present before the formation of the stepfamily. Because of this parent-child bond, the
parent may Feel guilty in regard to the stress brought to the family from the
remariage, thereby putting strains on the couple's relationship (Visher & Visher,
1996). A parenting team or coalition is necessary to help the stepfamily deal with its
issues and begin the process of forming the family unit (Pasley & Dollahite,
1993;Visher & Visher, 1990; 1994; 1996).
It is suggested that clinicians evaluate the benefits of couples having time
alone to foster the couple bond (Pasley & Dollahite, 1993; Visher, 1994). Seeing the
coupie in therapy alone is noted as very effective in strengthening the relationship and
it may be the first opportunity to work on farnily issues without the interruption of the
children (Visher & Visher, 1994; 1996). The clinician cm facilitate strengthenuig
communication patterns, stressing the importance of a stronger couple which rnay
prevent divorce, and advising that their relationship may be a mode1 for their children
and their future relationships (Visher & Visher, 1996). Burt & Burt (1996) suggest,
for example, activities such as working with the couple in creating a memory book or
setting a time for a night out every week.

Conclusion
In conclusion, stepfarnilies must deal with problems very specific to their type
üf f;uiilÿ, i h ~ & ÿ~ ü & h gii itiipüt~a~li
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may be. From the literature it is clear that stepfmilies are still in the process of
formulating a n o m to which they can compare their own experiences. Thus, a large
part of an intervention may be focused on validating, normalizing, and educating

about the normality of their situation. Stepfarnilies are a valid type of family in our
society as they are growing in nurnber, and interventions specific to their issues wiIl
be more effective rather than assuming their problems are similar to nuclear f a d i e s .

CHAPTER 3
PROCESS AND PROCEDURES

The practicurn focused on working with stepfamilies, examining the
difficulties faced by many stepfarnilies in the blending process and assisting them to
build a new family together. The needs of stepfmilies were addressed by exploring
the resources and strengths the families were currently using and providing support
and direction in examining more constructive ways of functioning within the
stepfamily. The following chapter will describe the process and procedures of how
the practicum unfolded.

Fmilv Centre of Winni~ee- OveMew
The practicum took place at the Family Centre of Winnipeg, which is Iocated
on the 4'h floor of Portage Place. The counselling department at the Family Centre
provides counselling in individual, couple, farnily and group therapy. in addition, the
Family Centre's Family Violence program focuses on helping families, couples and
individuals live without violence and provides service in a number of areas. The
program involves anger groups for both men and women, as well as sexual abuse
s u ~ v ogroups
r
to name a few. The Family Centre also provides support for parents
through parenting groups, support for individuais experiencing depression, support
for separating or divorcing families and support for stepfarnilies.

Clients
The social work student worked with 6 stepfarnilies, which consisted of at
least one parent as the non-biological parent and a minimum of one child. The
stepfamilies were selected from the Farnily Centre of Winnipeg's waiting list, and
discussion with Aria Marshall, the student's supervisor and Farnily Centre counsellor,
determined the suitability of the families for the practicum.
M e n initially contacted by telephone each farnily was advised that the social
work student was working with stepfamilies as a practicum cornponent of the Masters
of Social Work prograrn and that counselling sessions would require videotaping for
supervision purposes. Each stepfarnily was given the option of whether to pursue
counselling with the student counsellor or to be referred to a staff counsellor at the
Farnily Centre.
Once counselling began, the social work student worked with each farnily for
6-14 sessions over a seven rnonth period. Each session was videotaped and lasted for

an average of 60-75minutes. Sessions were spaced out every one to two weeks,
depending on the needs of each farnily.

Procedure
The assessment phase consisted of the first two sessions and were typically
scheduled a week apart. For the fim session, each family was asked to arrive 15
minutes earIy in order to cornplete an outcorne measures questionnaire, as required by
the Farnily Centre, and two scales for the student's practicum purposes. The scales

During the assessment phase presenting issues were explored in detail in order
for the social work student to gain a clear understanding the nature of the problems
for each family. A genogram was drawn on a flipchart to get a clear picture of the
rnembers involved within each family and to serve as a mechanism to develop an
understanding of the family history and culture. During the process of creating the
genogrm the dynamics of various relationships were determined. The student
determined the strength of the relationships between the stepparent and stepchildren,
the biological parent and children, the CO-parentingrelationship and the strength of
the couple's relationship. Also, the student determined what custody and visitation
arrangements were involved with the non-residential biological parent. Arnongst
these relationships the social work student examined the length of time the stepfmily
had been in existence, the length of tirne since the divorce of one or either spouse, and
the length of time the biological parent and children may have been living in a singleparent environment.
At the end of the assessment phase goals were formulated based on an
understanding of what each family wanted to accornplish through counselling. Each
family was advised that goals would be reviewed at a rnid-way point, typically around
session 5 or 6, and that it would be determined at that point how many more sessions
were needed, whether the goals were being met, or needed to be changed. Evaluating
goals gave the family a sense of control over the counselling process in that they had
the ability to decide whether counselling was working for them or to decide what
needed to be changed.

.4n integrated approach to intervention involved elernents of psychoeducation,
the strengths perspective and solution- focused therapy. The student worked with
different subsystems within each iamily system induding individuals, couples, and
families.

The process of termination worked in a number of ways with the 6
stepfamilies. For three of the stepfarnilies, termination was rnutually agreed upon in
that they were advised three to four sessions in advance that counsellig would soon
be coming to an end. During the iast session the social work student reviewed the
progress of each family and evaluated the development of the farnily's goals.
Changes that dcveloped over the course of counselling were reviewed hom the
student and family's point of view and Liirther recomrnendations for future challenges
or development were expiored.
Two of the stepfarnilies ended counselling unexpectediy, as the last scheduled

session was cancelled and the student was notable to reschedule any further sessions
or decermine whether they FeIt the need for counselling to continue. As a result, the
social work student sent a letter to both fmilies sumrnarizing the positive
developments noticed during the course of counselling and possible challenges that
may be worked on in the hture. hcluded with the tetter were the post-test IFR and
P A measures and the cIient satisfaction survey.
For one couple. who separated at the beginning of counselling, both
individuds chose to continue with individual counstIIing with the social work
student. However, during the fïrst individud session with the woman it was mutuaily
deicttiiirlcrt diii hi.*vuid 'oc ritfetr'ediu aiüijltt iigcsï~yh i çuurisi;Uirig dut; iu ~alt;iy

issues. Therefore, termination was completed quickly and summarized verbally, as
she was very frightened that her former spouse would be at the Family Centre the
same time as she. The spouse chose to continue for three individual sessions and
decided that he would make contact on an as-needed bais for counselling until the
end of the practicum. Unfortunately, this client moved and the social work student
was not able to set up a termination session.

Recordinq
The Family Centre of Winnipeg's policy requires that a file is created for each
client and case recordings of each session are documented. Therefore, the student
counsellor documented each session on the case recording sheet following each
session. M e r the completion of the assessrnent phase, an intake review form was
completed for each family and a termination surnrnary report was completed when the
files were closed.

Su~ervision
Both Arla Marshall and Brenda Bacon, Faculty of Social Work professor and
chair of the srcldent advisory cornmittee, directly supervised the social work student,
For more immediate access to supervision at the Family Centre the student met with
Arla on a bi-weekly basis to review the progress of the farnilies and discuss the more
irnmediate concerns or questions of the student. At regular intervals, approximately
once a month, the social work student met with Brenda to review the progress of the
sieprTamiiies anci the personai Jeveiopmeni towarci iiir içarning goais ouiiineâ by Ge

student. Supervision with both M a and Brenda lasted approximateiy 2-3 hours each
session.

Evaluation

For practicurn purposes the social work student utilized a number of
evaluation methods to determine clinical change with the clients. The evaluation
component involved three areas, with the first consisting of pre and post measures on
two standardized scales, the second a verbal evaluation, and the last component
entailing a client satisfaction questionnaire.
Pre and post standardized measures, were used to determine the level of
fmily functioning at the beginning and end of the counselling process. The social
work student chose these measures for a number of reasons. Primarily, the student
hoped to determine how each family felt they were cornrnunicating, adapting, and
fùnctioning on a day to day basis to the new farnily form. Secondady, the measures
were simple, short and easy to fil1 out.
The first scale, the Index of Family Relations (IFR), is a 25-item scale (see
Appendix B) used to measure difficulties in family relationships and provide an
indication of the degree to which the problems exist. It also allowed the social work
student to determine the level of farnily stress and provided an overall picture of the
farnily environment (Corcoran & Fischer, 1994). Scoring the FR involves two
cutting scores. For the first cutting score, a score of 30 or below suggests the Iack o f a
clinica1Iy significant problem whereas a score of 30 or above represents the

...-..

cIiitt'@idr d a çiiriiçdiiy signifiçani probiem. w lm iiie second cuthg score, severe

distress is indicated by a score of 70 or above. The IFR has strong intemal
consistency as indicated by a mean alpha of .95, however the test-retest data was not
provided. The scales' constmct validity is strong as the measure corresponds well
with other measures rating parent-chiid and family relationships (Corcoran & Fischer,
1994).
The second scale used was the Kansas Fmily Life Satisfaction Scale W S )
is a 4-item scale (see Appendix C) that is simple and very easy to fil1 out. The KFLS
was fomulated to measure family relationships and family satisfaction within the

marriage, as well as the parent-child and sibling aspects of the family. Scoring the
KFLS involves a scoring range between 4 to 28 in which higher scores represent
higher satisfaction in family relationships. Internai consistency of the scale is good
with a reported alpha that ranged from -79 to 33. Construct validity was reported to
be satisfactory with positive correlation's in qudity of life and locus of control
(Corcoran & Fischer, 1994).
The second aspect of the overall evaluation process was the verbal evaluation,
which was implemented at the beginning, middle and end of the counselling process.
Each family fomulated goals during the assesment phase based on what they felt
their main issues were, and what they would like to see changed in relation to these
issues. Midway through the counselling process the social work student reviewed
verbally with clients the progress of therapy and the attainment of these goals. This
became a gauge, for the clients and the social work student, of progress being
achieved, how many more sessions were needed, and whether the goals of
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farnilies whom a format wrap-up was scheduled, questions focused on how
counselling helped thern and whether their goals were met.
The Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (see Appendix A) was one used by the
Family Centre of Winnipeg but adjusted to reflect the counsellor-client perspective
instead of an agency-client perspective. The survey was given to clients at the last
session or mailed to those farnilies who ended counselling sooner than expected. The
purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain feedback about what the farnilies felt was
helpful or not helpful and to gather information on whether the interventions used by
the social work student were effective. The fom itself consisted of 2 formats in
which the first 8 questions included a 5 point Likert scale with replies ranging frorn 1
"Extremely Satistied" to 5 "Very Unsatisfied," and 1 "Yes, definitely" to 5 "No,
definitely not." The last section consisted oftwo open ended questions in which the
clients were able to voice their opinions ofwhat was most helpful, what was not
helpful, and whether they have any further suggestions to rnake counselling more
helpful in the future.

CHAPTER 4

THE STEPFAMILIES
The following chapter will descnie the counselling process and results fiom
the counselling services provided to the six families. A table which briefly describes
each of the families and summarizes the length of counselling, modalities of
intervention, theoretical approaches/rnodeIs, and cIients' goals is followed by a brief
description of counselling provided to four of the families. An in depth examination
of counselling provided to two of the families will provide a more detailed
description of how the strengths, psychoeducational and solution-focused approaches
were applied within this practicum. The chapter will end with an examination of the
similarities and differences experienced by al1 six stepfamilies.

Table 1: Profile of Familv Cases
Family

I

Fanily
2omposition
3 adults

h g t b of
Contact

# of
Sessions

16 weeks

9

4 children

2

2 adults

PE
S
SFT
12 weeks

6

CT, t

8

S
PE
CI
SFT
CT

2 children

3

2 adults

20 weeks

2 children

4

2 adults

SFT
S

16 weeks

11

2 children

5

2 aduIts

4

CT, 1
PE
EFT
S

24 weeks

h children

2 adults

Format of
Intavention
CT, i

CT,FT
PE

EFT
CB
PT, S
16 weeks

3 chitdren

CT,FT
PE
S

Intementi
ion Abbrevii

Clieatp' b a i s

1) Diane CO be
heardlicluded
within ber
fàmily.
2) Rick to be
supportive of
Diane.
1) Improve
communication,
7) Robert to control
his anger.
3) Leam to parent
togecher.
1) Improve
communication.
2) Trust and respect
each other.
3) To l i e n and
appreciate each
other.
1) Backstabbing to
stop2) Ken 10 be civil to
Michelle's
famiIy.
3) Michelle's
k i l y to accept
Ken.
1) Learn CO be a
coupIe.
2) L e m how to
parent togeîher.
3) Sort out different
viewpoinis of
discipline
1) Sharon and Ken
to improve
ernotional
suppon of ffithy.
2) Increase David's
respect for
Sharon & Ken's
parentmg
abilities.

i = Individual Therapy

S = Strengths

CI = Crisis [otervention

CT = Couple ïherapy
FT = Family Therapy

PE = Psychoeducational

PT = Play Therapy

SET = Solution Focused Therapy

CB = Cognitive-Behaviaral

EFT = Emotion Focused Therapy

Brief Case Histories (Families #1-4)

Familv #1 (Diane & Rick)
This family is a compla blended family of six, which includes one child fiom
Rick's previous relationship and three children from Diane's previous relationships.
Diane's three children, Meghan who is nine years old, Philip who is 7 years old and
Kevin who is 3 years old, Iive with Diane and Rick permanently. Meghan visits her
father on weekends. Philip and Kevin do not have contact with their father who has
been in and out ofjail; Diane is unsure of his whereabouts. Alicia, Rick's four-yearold daughter visits every ïhursday evening, Saturday afternoon until Sunday at noon,
and for two weeks in the summer. Rick is currently disputing the custody
arrangement with Emily, his former spouse, in court. Diane and Rick have been
together for three years and are planning to get married in the summer of 2001.
Diane initiated counselling because of a court order that required she pursue
counselling due to a spanking incident that wiI1 be addressed later in the report.
Because the main issue was an adult issue reIated to the CO-parentrelationship, the
social work student did individual counseiling for the first three sessions and Iater
interspersed couple counselling as a part of treatment. The children were not
included in the counselling process because it was determined the issues maidy
focused on the couple themselves and their reiationship with Rick's former spouse.
The presenting issues for Diane were the difficulties she was facing with Rick's
former partner, Ernily.

Assessrnent
Diane descnbed Emily as continually questioning her parenting abilities and
being outwardly rude and vindictive due to an incident that occurred in November
1999. In the faIl of 1999 Diane spanked Alicia which resulted in some bmising on

her bottom Emily found the bmising and contacted Child and Family Services. As a
resuit, the courts and Family Conciliation became involved and the custody
arrangement was changed to indicate that Diane was not to be alone with Alicia at
any time. Visiting times for Alicia were also changed to reflect Rick's sporadic work
schedule and the times that he would be home. Diane felt that since the spanking
incident Emily had been very manipulative and controlling over the way Diane and
Rick parented AIicia when she was at their home.
Diane discussed the fact that it saddens her that Emily dislikes her so much
and she has made many attempts to resolve the situation by writing a letter to Emily

expressing her sorrow and remorse for spanking her daughter. She has tried to
conitont Emily on the phone to try and resolve their differences but Ernily refises to
coopewte. Diane also said, "1 felt like my character was beaten up," as the incident
damaged her image and she had a difficult time facing many people after that,
especially Rick's family. The goals for the course of counselling as determined by
Diane and Rick were:

1) For Diane to be heard and included more within her family.
2) For Rick to be supportive of Diane.

Intervention
The first four individual sessions explored Diane's feelings related to the
incident, the custody battle that resulted, and how it had affected her family life. Ji
fomulating goals Diane indicated that she needed to be heard and included more
within her family. Diane indicated that since the incident and change in custody,

Eck had not let her make meals, bathe or put Alicia to bed. Diane indicated that it
seemed like he was taking the order too Iiterally. During discussion focused on
Diane's insecurities as a stepmother resulting From the situation and its consequences,
a strengths approach was utilized in exploring her abiiities as a mother and a spouse.
The student examined Diane's ability to take responsibility for her actions and her

many attempts to resolve the situation. Diane discussed educating herself as a parent
when she had her first child by taking parenting classes. She was detemined not to
parent as her mother did, however she has had to leam difficult lessons in
stepparenting. Diane discussed how stepparents do not have any rights legally and
that they are not legally allowed to spank a child. The social work student
emphasized her resourcefùlness as a mother early on and the difficulties she endured
in being a young mother and a single-parent with three young children.
Using the psychoeducational approach the social work student introduced the
notion of boundaries between Diane's farnily system and Emily's, as Diane and Rick
have controI over how they parent. Emily can make attempts to manipulate and
controi how she feels they should parent Alicia but Diane and Rick are the ones to
enforce the boundaries between the farniiies. Therefore the social work student

emphasized Diane's competencies as a parent and how she and Rick cm support each
other in enforcing the boundaries.
At this point the social work student began couple therapy with Diane and

Rick in order to explore the idea of how they could work together to create and

enforce boundaries between the two family systems. Rick said that EmiIy was very
manipulative and does not listen to hirn. He was very aware that the situation was
difficult for Diane and was willing to support her in whatever she needed to help cope
with the situation. The social work student examined ways of commwiicating with
Emily in positive, respecthl ways yet remaining insistent about the way they would
parent when Alicia was with them. Dunng an individual session with Diane, in the
midst of couple therapy, Diane indicated that she €eh things were starting to change.
Rick was communicating more positively to EmiIy in the notes they wrote back and
lorth to each other on visit days, to keep each other infomed of issues related to
AIicia. Diane felt Emily was also responding positively to Rick's efforts to be more
supportive of her and that Emily was also being less rnanipulative. Therefore, Diane
felt that Rick had heard her request to act more positively and civil in order to calm

the waters.
As couple therapy progressed, it was determined that discipline was an issue

between Diane and Rick. Diane and Rick had different ways of dealing with the
children, however Rick was the main disciplinarian in the family. The social work

student nomalized the difficulty of balancing wo different methods of discipline and

natural parents of each other's children. They had parented in different ways prior to
forming a family together and they and their children must adjust to the different
methods of discipline.
The social work student also examined and encouraged the importance of
couple time in strengthening the couple bond. The discussion sumunded the
difficuIty of finding the time due to opposite work schedules and raising a young
family. The focus then became what each felt was a reasonable arnount of time
together given their busy schedules' and ways to negotiate this between them.
The social work student was not abk to fully explore the discipline issue as

the subject arose late in the process of couple therapy. Diane and Rick gradually
discontinued sessions due to their hectic schedule and change in employment and
scheduting for Diane. However, towards the end of couple therapy goals were
reviewed and Diane indicated that she fek things had begun to improve with Emily
and that they felt more in control of their family Iife. Diane also indicated that she
did want to continue with a few more sessions because she recognized some
important issues were being raised for them as a couple. Unfortunately, therapy with

Diane and Rick ended after this session.

Family #2 Robert & Rebecca)

Robert and Rebecca are a cornmon-law couple that has been living together
for 5 years. Rebecca has two boys from two previous rnanîages, Ian who is 17 years
oid and Bryan who is 12 years old. Both of Rebecca's previous reiationships were
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Ian does not live with Robert and Rebecca as he has been in and out of the Youth
Centre for many years and Rebecca had just resumed contact with him after his recent
nine month stay in youth detention. ïan was just released fiom the youth jail and is
now living on his own. Bryan visits Robert and Rebecca every Thursday and every
second weekend as his father has primary care and control. Berger (1995) would
characterize this family as invented due to the fact that Robert did not bring any
children into the relationship fiom a previous marriage and they attempted to focus on
the current family rather than the dynamics of past relationships,
Robert initiated counselling as their relationship involved constant arguments
about the children and about each other. However, as previously mentioned, it is
important to note that between the first telephone contact and the first meeting,
Rebecca and Robert had separated. Rebecca indicated she lefi because she needed
some space and time to think for a few days as they continued to have the same
arguments day after day and things were not getting resolved. Rebecca indicated that
Robert was not giving her space as he was constantly calling her at her fnend's place
and therefore she had decided to stay a few more days.

Assessment
The first two sessions consisted of couple therapy, and during this assesment
penod it appeared there were some cIear stepfamiIy issues which created considerable
distress. Robert indicated that he was unsure of his role as a stepfather as he was very
unsure of where he stood in the family. Rebecca stated that at the beginning of their
relationship, when Kobert h t moved m, she let Robert step into the father role too

quickly. She feh that it was her mistake that she did not let her children adjust, as she

said, "1 shouid have allowed more time for Robert to gain respect fiom my kids."
However, Rebecca indicated that she felt Robert was insisting she choose between

him and her children because he did not agree with l a d s actions and the way she
parented him. Also, Rebecca did not a g e e with the way Robert disciplined her
children as she felt he was much too harsh. Robert fett he was not being too harsh
and that it was important for Tan to be mrLdeaccountable for his actions. Robert feIt
that Rebecca lavored hersons over him which interfered with the development of
their relationship. It was aIso revealed that Robert has been physically and verbally
abusive to Rebecca in the relationship. During the coupte therapy sessions Robert
and Rebecca determined their goaIs to be:
1) To l e m to comrnunicate.

2) For Robert to l e m to control his anger.
3) To l e m to parent together.

Intervention
Using the strengths approach the socid work student focused on nomdiing
the difficulty ortheir stepfmily issues and ernphasized Rebecca's awareness of key
stepfamily recornmendations, such as allowing time for the stepparent to bond with
the children and the differences in ideas on how to parent (Opper, 2000;Visher &
Visher, 1996). Rebecca indicated she was nat sure what she wanted at this point and
Robert indicated he wanted to continue to work on the relationship, focus on

managing his anger and to l e m how to resolve their disputes. They both agreed to
set up another couple session in order to sort out the future of their relationship.
During the second session Robert began by saying that counselling was to end
because Rebecca had decided she was not cornhg back and that the relationship lms
over, Robert had moved out of the house and Rebecca moved back in for Bryan's
sake. The social work student took the upportunity to validate the difficult task of
coming to the second session together. Using the solution-focused approach the
student focused on how to make the couple's separation process as civil and
respectful as possible and how to manage being apart. This was accomplished by
examining how they have been respectfd in working out disagreements in the past.
Robert indicated that it was easier for hirn when Rebecca's fiiends did not get
involved in the situation. Rebecca stated what had helped in the past was when they
stuck to the topics at hand, such as how to take care of the truck and bills in a rational
manner, rather than blarning her or starting an argument. At the end of the second
session it was decided both Robert and Rebecca would come in for a few individual
sessions to help cope with the separation process.
The social work student scheduled one individual session for Rebecca due to
safety issues. Rebecca came to the session frightened that she might run into Robert

as he was enrolied in the college next door to the Family Centre. The social work
student focused on crisis intervention and safety planning for Rebecca, such as
changing her phone nurnber and supporting her in her plans to move. It was also
decided that it would not be safe for Rebecca to corne to the Family Centre and she
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The social work student continued to see Robert for three individual sessions
and determined his individual goals to be to resolve how he could heip himself cope

with the separation and to leam to controI his anger. The student normalized the

difficulty and fnistration he faced as a stepfather due to his uncertainty about his role

in the family. The student also explored how the frustration led to anger, and how to
cope with it in a more constructive manner. The last two sessions with Robert
focused on his strengths in coping with the end of the relationship such as focusing on
finishing schaol rather than resorting to aIcoho1 as he has done in the p s t . Robert
also discussed how he was making new fnends from schooI and was enjoying
spending time with them. Robert decided after the third session that he would cd1 if
he felt he needed additional counselling, and as previously mentioned, he did not
resume contact in order to review the goals of counselling or whether he found it
helpful.

The joint goals determined by Robert and Rebecca did not result in a change
due to the break up of their relationship. However, in tenns of individual goals, the
student was able to provide a supportive role for Rebecca in her last session by
focusing on the immediate crisis of her separation and the safety issues described
previousiy. Rebecca noted that she felt the counselting provided was helpful and that
she was doing the right thing in ending the relationship. Robert stated he feh
supported by the student in tiis efforts to do the right thing by meeting new ûiends,
focusing on his school and finding healthy ways to move on with his He.

Familv #3 (Jill & Derek)
Ji11 and Derek are a cornrnon-law couple engaged to be married and consist of
a invented stepfarnily as Ji11 does not have children fiom previous relationships. They
have been together for three years and have one child together, Ryan, who is a year
and a half. Derek also has a nine year old son, Sam, fiom a previous marriage. Derek
separated fiom his former wife Kim in the spring of 1995 and Derek and Kim have
joint custody of Sam. Consequently, Sam spends one week with Derek and Ji11 and
one week with Kim.

Assessment
Ji11 and Derek initiated co*msellingdue to their constant arguments and
bickering and Jill felt they needed some support and guidance in their relationship as
she was not sure whether they were suited to be married. The initial sessions with Jill
and Derek were very heated and the social work student spent a considerable amount
of t h e controlling their arguments. Jill and Derek felt the main problem was
communication as they were arguing about everything. Ji11 felt Derek did not trust or
appreciate her and often mentioned how he treated his former wife with more respect
than he did to her. Derek feIt that he could not trust Ji11 due to her drinking history

and finding bottles of alcohol hidden in her purse or briefcase. Ji11 felt she was
continually trying to prove herself to him and that she was no longer the person she
was tbree yens ago. She did not drink or party as excessively as she did before she

met Derek and prior to her becoming a mother she had stopped drinking when she
becarne pregnant. Si11 and Derek determined that their goals for counselling were:

1) To leam to communicate.
2) To tnist and respect each other.

3) To listen and to appreciate the good things in each other.

Intervention
The social work student spent a considerable amount of time throughout the
entire process of couple therapy focusing on communication skills because it was
very difficuft exploring couple and stepfamily issues without a heated discussion
arising. Therefore, the student focused on the skills of basic listening, using tirne-outs

and setting limits with an egg timer when a discussion was needed at home.
The social work student attempted to demonstrate effective listening skills in a
nurnber of creative ways due to the difficulty of focusing on the issues at hand. It was
decided that Ji11 and Derek would be separated during the session by having one
person behind the mirror, reflect and write down what they heard the other person Say
and then mitch. The purpose of this exercise was to demonstrate the art of active

listening skiils and to use this as a focus ofdiscussion when they were brought back
together at the end of the session. To compliment this demonstration the social work
student provided a diagram for them to take home called the "A B-E-A-Et" mode1 (see
Appendix D) that provided a structured method of communicating ofien used in
conflict resolution.
The social work student also focused on the extent of Jill's alcohoi use and the
effect it had on their relationship. Derek's Iack of trust in the relationship was
explored as a resdt of past alcohol abuse and the level of dishonesty that currently

existed. From a solution-focused perspective the social work student exarnined what
Derek needed in order to begin the process of learning to trust Ji11 again and how
Derek could support Ji11 in her being more honest. Derek indicated that he could trust
more as time passed without any incidents of dishonesty, and asked Ji11 to remember
to tell hirn important things that had occurred, It was also determined that it would
help if Jill compromised about how much she would drink if they went out together
for a social evening rather than getting out of hand and drinking excessively. The
student explored the emotional toll it took on Ji11 to continually prove she was not
Lying to hirn, and asked Derek to start the trust process by not going through her bags
searching for alcohol.
Midway through the course of counselling Ji11 and Derek indicated that Derek
had called offthe wedding due to a recent social event in which Ji11 was caught lying
about drinking and using drugs. The social work student examined the feelings
underlying the severity of this event and Derek stated that he felt he "got bumed
everytime" he began to trust her, he was tired of the constant lies, and felt angry and
hurt everytime Ji11 acted this way. Ji11 made it very clear that she had made a mistake
and that she should have told him of the events of that night, but felt frustrated
because he did not believe her when she reassured hirn that she had not used dmgs or
alcohol since. Jill was aware of the fact that this incident had possibly cost her the
relationship but she was willing to do whatever it took to keep them together.
At this point the social work student felt it was necessary to determine where
they felt the relationship stood because Derek had indicated he was no longer sure
whether he couId stay in the relationship and had serious thoughts of separating. A

nurnber of tools were used to explore this process, such as creating a visuai pattern of
interaction to paint a more vivid picture of how their cycle of interaction was
affecting their reiationship, their children and overall family He. Also, using the
soIution-focused approach, a scale of cornitment was used to determine where each
of them stood, with 1 as staying together and 10 as separating. Derek stated he was at

an 8.5 and Ji11 was at a 3. Overall, the discussion explored whether Derek was
willing to move up the scaie towards staying together and what it would take for this
co happen. Ji11 was notably upset with this discussion because she was still invested
in the relationship and very much in love with Derek but did not feeI her feelings
were reciprocated.
ConsequentIy, the social work student examined what the bottom S i e was for
both of them to begin tmsting each other and stressed both their roies in this task. It
was determined that Jitl needed to be exceptionally honest and Derek's role was to

support Si11 in being honest by not searching through her briefcase or purse. It was
noted that the process of building trust took time and required the work un both their

parts but it would be a process that took time and small steps.
The social work student also focused on the couple aspect of their rdationsfiip
and began the process of creating more understanding of each other and their
differences. For instance, the differences in personalities were explored such as Jill's
"forgetfulness" of things and Derek's more inquisitive or "need to know" type of
personality. Also, the differences in how they each dedt with stress were explored.
Ji11 indicated she was more verbai when stressed and tired, which made her more
prone to discuss her womes and concerns, whereas Derek feIt this was her way to

complain. Derek advised he had more of a tendency to "clam up" when he was
feeling stressed and it was more difficult to hear Jill's womes at that point in tirne.
Derek also mentioned he was aware of the fact that Ji11 assumed he was angry with
her when he withdrew whereas he was trying to cope with his own stress. Ji11 agreed
that when Derek withdrew she did not know what to expect because she did not know
what he was thinking and feIt like she was waiking on eggshells. Accepting more of
each other's idiosyncrasies and expIoring how to support each other in times of stress
and anxiety were emphasized as important in strengthening the couple bond. The
social work student discussed conflict resolution skills such as setting specific times
to discuss difficult issues or being able to let each other know when they needed time
alone to compose themselves, but give a time f k n e for when they could meet for a
discussion.
Couple therapy also focused on typical stepfamily issues such as Jill's
insecurities surroundhg parenting. Ji11 indicated she compared herself to Derek, who
had previous experience in parenting with Sam, and felt inexperienced and
overwhelmed as a parent with her first child, let alone being a stepmother. Ji11 felt
Derek could be more supportive rather than assuming she should be more aware of
the demands of parenting. Ji11 also indicated that arguments arose over Sam because
during the weeks that he was with them Derek spent less time with her and Ryan and
they found it very difficult to adjust to the reduced attention. The social work student
was able to spend a limited arnount of tirne focused on how they could be more
supportive of each other in the parenting process, and their stmggles and concems
were validated and normalized.

Counselling sessions with Ji11 and Derek became sporadic towards the
beginning of the summer due to their difficulty in securing a babysitter and
reoccurrence of Ryan's ear infections. This issue was discussed on the phone d e r
the fourth cancelIed session and it was decided they would contact the social work
student as needed during the summer. At the end of the practicurn Ji11 and Derek
were transferred to a Family Centre staff counsellor because they felt they had not
achieved their goals but wished to continue work on the couple relationship.

Familv #4 Michelle & Ken)
Michelle and Ken had been together for three years and moved in together the
week after sessions started with Michelle. Michelle has two adult children from a
previous marriage, Rachel is 18 years old and Daniel is 20. Michelle was married for
17 years to her former husband Bill and their marriage ended due to his gambling
problerns. Ken does not have any children and has never been manied, thereby
categorizing their stepfamily as simple or inregrated as the focus of their stepfamily is
on the couple aspect (Berger, 1995). Rachel was living with Michelle but decided to
live with her father and second wife when Ken moved in. Daniel lives and works in
Dauphin, Manitoba.

Assessrnent
The Iirst three sessions involved individual counselling with MicheUe who
described her extended family, her mother and two sisters, as the main source of her
distress. Michelle said her family strongly opposed to her relationship with Ken Eom

the moment they met and that they believed she should end the relationship for the
sake of Rachel who did not care for Ken. Michelle felt she was caught in the middle
between her farnily, her daughter and Ken. Michelle described incidents in which her
sisters were very rude to Ken, her mother sent her letters suggesting that Ken was a
bad influence on her daughter, that he was a free loader and that she was a bad parent
for thinking of Rachel's welfare. Michelle stated that she made it clear to her family
that she cared deeply for Ken, and felt hurt and saddened by the fact that they did not
respect her decision to be with him. Michelle feels that her h i l y drove her away
Fiom them but the farnily blames Ken.

Michelle also described the problems with her daughter Rachel who refhed to
accept Ken as a part of her life. Rachel felt that Ken did not understand kids.
Michelle agreed with her but felt this did not give Rachel the right to be disrespectfil
towards him. Michelle discussed how she and Rachel were very close prior to her
relationship with Ken and said, "Rachel sees Ken as a major inûusion." Michelle
stated that she did not blame Ken for being hurt and wishing to avoid tirne with her
farnily, but she did wish, in her words, that Ken would be "civil and respectfui" at
family gatherings, as opposed to withdrawing and not speaking to farnily members.
Overail, Michelle determined her goals for counseIling would be:
1) For the backstabbing within her fkunily to stop.
2) For Ken to be civil to her famiiy thereby easing her discornfort at family

gatherings.
3) For the family to accept Ken as a part of her tife.

The counseIling process involved individual counselling for Michelle because this
was her original request in seeking counseIIing services. As counsetling progressed it

was decided that it would be beneficial for Ken to join Michelie for couple

counselling.

Intervention

The following hvo individual sessions focused on the strengths perspective
and the positive things Michelle had been doing to cope with the tension between her
daughter, her family, and Ken-The social work student focused on providing a
considerable arnount oraffinnation and support for the difficult role she plays in this
situation.
Michelle's concem for her daughter and her worry that she was a bad mother,

as her sisters and mother had indicated, was normalized. The fucus became
examining the reasonable things she was doing within a very difficult situation. For
example, Michelle discussed Rachel's feeling that Ken was coming over too much
before Ken moved in and Rachel moved out. Michelle then decided there would be
two nights a week in which Ken wouId not corne over. The social work student
highlighted and emphasized her consideration and awareness of her daughter's
feelings. The student also focused on the possibility that Rachel's move out rnight
entai1 forming a new relationship with her now that they were in a new stage of their
iife. The di fficulty of coping with the adjustment period that Michelle and Rachel
needed IO work through was normalized and ideas surroundhg how a new
relationship couid be formed was discussed. Michelle discussed the fact that she was

aware her daughter was unhappy with her relationship with Ken but she would let
Rachel know her door was always open and would initiate get-togethers at Ieast once
a week.
Michelle's feelings ofbeing caught in the middle were normalized and
discussion focused on what was reasonabk to cxpect and request of her famiIy,
daughter, and Ken. The sociai work student supported Micheue's request that her
h i l y and Ken be civil to one another and her acceptance that they did not have to
like one another. The student focused on what Michelle did have control over
including how much she and Ken wanted to Uiclude her farniIy into their persona1
lives and how they expected to be treated.
Michelle's past relationships with her iomer husband and h i l y were
explored and she discussed the fact that during her marriage to Bill she was very
close with her family. She would socialize with her sisters and they were very
involved in the problems she experienced with Bill. Michelle described pulling away
fiom her family prior to meeting Ken f i e r an incident in which her eldest sister upset
her by not supporting her in a time of need. Thus, Michelle made a conscious
decision not to let her sisters and mother into her persond life. The social work
student took the tirne to compare the resulting difference in her relationship with her
family and how her family may not be used to being a minima1 part of her Iife,
thereby being overly critical of her relationship with Ken.

Couple Therapy
M e r three sessions of individual counselling Michelle decided she would like
Ken to be a part of the counselling process and asked him to join her for couple
counselling. Specific couple goals that incorporated Ken's input were not developed
because Ken adamantly stated he was only there at Michelle's request. However, he
actively participated in the couple discussions about difficulties with Michelle's
extended family.
During the initial meeting Ken spent a considerable amount of time discussing
the numerous events in which Michelle's family had been rude or spitehl towards
them. Ken indicated that too rnuch damage had been done on Michelle's family's
part and it was too late to repair the darnage. The social work student explored the
current compromise they had worked out and focused on strengthening and
emphasizing the resourcefulness of their agreement. For example, Michelle and Ken
had agreed that he would socialize with her parents but not with her sisters, Michelle
was in agreement with this because her sisters had been particularly rude to Ken.
However, what bothered Michelle was the fact that in large family events, such as a
recent family reunion, Ken became withdrawn around her sisters. Michelle wished
that Ken would be the better person, let bygones be bygones and be civil around
them. Tt was suggested that Ken was avoiding any personal attacks fiom them as he
had expenenced in the past. Overall, the student atternpted to increase Michelle's
understanding about Ken's actions as it was revealed that Ken was civil but did not
feel the need to make conversation.

The social work student also explored Michelle's feelings surrounding the
family situation and how Ken could be more of a support to her. Michelle indicated

that some days were better than others but on her '%lue1*days it saddened her that her
famiIy had acted the way they had. The student validated her feelings towards her
family and her lack of control over the situation and it was hrther expiored how she
could support herself on these days. A discussion followed on how Ken could be a
support to her and Michelle made it clear that it would be helpfbl "if he did not
storytelI about every Iittle infraction my famiIy has done, it's like kicking me when 1

am dom." Michelle stated that it wouid be more herphl if Ken listened to her rather
than giving his opinion or attempting to fix the situation. This was reframed as a
gender difference on how men and women react differently to stresshl situations and
in this case, Michelle needed to vent and be heard instead of being told what to do.
A discussion about household d e s occurred in reiation to an impending visit

iÏom Michelle's oidest son Daniel who planned to attend Rachel's graduation. Ken
was very apprehensive about Daniel's stay due to his previous behaviours of bringing
laundry home and helping himself to aII their food, which Ken felt was disrespectfd

to their home. The social work student explored furthet what each of them expected

h m Micheile's children wtten they came to visit. It was discussed that MichelIe's
chikiren needed to be made aware of the new house d e s now that Ken has moved in,
however it wouId be MichelIe's roIe to discuss these issues with her chiIdren rather

than Ken. It was agreed that it was Ken's role to trust that she wouId do so and give
her children a chance to change their behaviour rather than expecting the worst.

Couple counselling ended with Micheue and Ken d e r the Il' session in
which the ntw developments made during the course of counselling were reviewed.
The social work student highlighted their ability to compromise in dificuit situations
and encouraged them to transfer this ski11 to various situations that may arise over the
course of time.

Case Studies

Familv # 5 (Rebecca & Steve]
Rebecca and Steve are a cornplex remarried family of eight in which Rebecca
has 5 children fiom a previous mariage, and Steve has one. Their children range in
age fiom 9 to 19 years old. They have been manied for a year and a half. Rebecca
separated fiom her first husband due to severe sexual, physicai, and emotional abuse
expenenced by herself and her 5 children. Rebecca described a frightening past of
being stalked by her former husband, of having to put her children in tempocary
custody with Child & Family Services and having to change their narnes for fear the
children would be kidnapped. Rebecca and her children had been through extensive
counselling to deaI with the abuse of their past. Tim, Rebecca's second youngest,
was still in counselling. Steve had hi11 custody ofhis son Chris who visited his

mother every other weekend and for two weeks in the summer. Steve had been
separated for 10 years and divorced for 4 years, Rebecca had been separated for 9
years and divorced for 6 years. Rebecca's children did not have any contact with
their father.

Assessment
During the first session Rebecca and Steve deçcribed three main issues as the
presenting problem. Rebecca was bothered by the fact that her children did not listen
to Steve as she wanted her children to trust, respect, and understand him as a
stepfather or father figure. She wanted Steve to feel a part of the family.
Rebecca identified how discipline was their prirnary problem as this was oflen
the main component of their arguments. Rebecca described how she would often set
the rules because "1 was a single-parent and 1needed structure to survive." She feIt
she had more authority because Steve was outnumbered and they often argued about
their different views of discipline. OveraIl, Rebecca felt caught in the middle between
her children and Steve, as she wanted her children to listen to him yet she did not
agree with the way he handled situations. This often lefi her feeling fi-ustrated and
confused as she said ''where am 1in it, as a parent and as a wife?"
This led to other main issue in which Rebecca felt she did not know how to be
a wife as she found it dificuit to trust Steve and trust hirn with her children. Rebecca
stated, "trusting Steve is one of the hardest things I've had to do," and she was unsure
of whether they were doing the nght things as a couple. Steve felt that as a couple
they are doing fine and indicated that things had improved in the past year and a half
of their mariage. Steve stated that he had plenty of confidence in himself and in their
mariage whereas Rebecca did not have enough self-cordidence in herself. Rebecca
openIy adrnitted that she was afraid to commit to Steve emotionally because of her
past, and M e r that she felt unlovable, had low self-esteem and assumed that Steve
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wanted to l e m how to be a wife. Therefore, the overail goals determined by
Rebecca and Steve were:
1) To sort out the differences in viewpoints of discipIining.

2) To learn how to parent together.

3) To l e m how to be a couple together.

Intervention
Counselling with Steve and Rebecca focused on a number of areas. Couple
therapy becarne the main modality with a nurnber of issues emerging regarding the
various aspects of their relationship. Parenting and discipline were an important focus
between Steve and Rebecca for them to karn to work together as a couple and a
family. Other issues included trust and communication, expectations and
strengthening the couple bond.

Strengths
The strengths perspective was used continually throughout the counselling
process for Rebecca and Steve. Initially the social work student focused on what they
had aiready accomplished in bIending their b i l y of eight and validated the difficulty
stepfarnilies have adjusting to their new environment and the tirne it takes to do so.
The student highlighted how far the family had corne since the beginning of their
marriage as Rebecca and Steve described a lengthy adjustment penod. For example,
Rebecca and Steve descnbed how the first 6 months of their mariage was very

children had difficuIty accepting the idea that Rebecca and Steve would sleep in the
same room together as they were very concemed for their mother's safety. Rebecca
understood that her children were insecure and afiaid, as they were unsure ofwhat a
healthy father was. Thus, for the first few months oftheir maniage Rebecca and
Steve slept with the door open. The social work student highlighted their awareness
and consideration of the issues their children were facing in Ieaming to adjust to a
new home environment.
Also, there was an adjustment period for Chris as he and Steve moved into
Rebecca's home and experienced changes regarding finances and a large family. The
formation o f a new stepfamily can create different expectations, demands, the need to
Form new relationships and the sense of loss of an old way of life, such as moving to
a new school or having to share a bedroom (Kupisch, 1991; Visher & Visher, 1996).
Chns had a dificult tirne adjusting to having stepsiblings and having to share a room,
moving to a new home and a new school. Therefore, initially they did not insist that
Chris share a bedroom with his stepsiblings in order to allow hirn time to adjust to his
new family and new way oflife. Al1 six children in Family fC 5 rnay have experienced
feelings of loss in relation to having to share their parent with other children.
Rebecca's children had to adjust to a change in their household which may have
threatened their sense of safety in relation to their past childhood abuse issues.
The importance of couple time and couple activities was highlighted as a way
to strengthen and ernpower a couple's relationship (Opper, 2000). Steve discussed
how they tried to go on dates at least once a week, however Rebecca discussed not
h.cillniSg .+kber
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couple. The social work student reinforced the idea that they were the ones to decide
what is right for them within the confines of their family. Rebecca and Steve were
also encouraged by their own resourcehiness in attempting to create time for
thernselves as couple.

Couple issues
The initial focus of therapy was the importance of the couple bond within
stepfmilies as it is the foundation that will ultimateIy keep the fmily together
(Howell et al., 1998; Visher & Visher, 1994). Opper (2000) noted that it is important
to strengthen the couple union fmt and then focus on strengthening the parenting
team. For Rebecca and Steve it seemed evident that the unity of their couple bond
was weakened due to the conflicting ways of relahng and communicating with each
other, which in turn reflected how their chiidren responded to them as a couple.

Ex~ectations
in nourishing the strength of the couple bond it is important to clarify

individual expectations of the remaniage and reformulate them into mutual
expectations (Opper, 2000). Steve and Rebecca's expectations as a couple were
exarnined to determine whether or not some of them needed to be changed. Rebecca
often indicated she knew how to be a parent but not a wife, whereas Steve was
adamant in stating he was very pleased with their relationship and his expectations
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relationship. When asked what their expectations were when they got married
Rebecca stated that she had not thought about the couple aspect of their relationship.
She had assurned that Steve would draw on her parenting skills because of the
experiencc and work she had accomplished with her children. Rebecca felt her
spouse would watch, leam, and listen for a year in order to get to know her children,
and then develop a relationship with them. Then she expected that gradually her
spouse would start integrating the same rules that they both believed in and they
would be united and supportive of each other. She had not given her role as a wife
much thought. Rebecca made it clear that her idea of having a spouse was parentfocused whereas Steve separated their couple identity and felt parenting was their
main issue.
It was important to identiQ and examine the individual expectations of the
maniage as unrealistic expectations can foster disappointment, anger, a lack of
appreciation for each other and impinge upon the development of the relationship.
(Burt & Burt, 1996). However, Rebecca mentioned that she had not considered the
fact that it was important for their expectations as a couple and parents to be shared
and agreed with the importance of this concept. Therefore, Rebecca felt an increased
awareness of where each other stood in the relationship, and agreed that awareness of
mutual expectations will help dissipate her sense of uncertainty in the strength of their
relationship.

Couple Bond
Visher & Visher (1996) contend that strengthening the couple relationship is a
very important part of the therapeutic process and wi1I provide the opportunity for the
couple to develop a new lever of intensity in their rdationship. Burt and Burt (1996)
suggest that clinicians support couptes in examining what they appreciate and love in
each other and Steve and Rebecca were asked to indicate to each other what they
appreciated about the other. Steve described how Rebecca helped him write, cooked
for him, and watched Star Trek with hirn even though she did not like the program.
Steve also described Rebecca as loving, very giving of her tirne and a dedicated wife.
Rebecca described Steve as very supportive, there for her in difficult times, he
listened and helped her with housework such as laundry and dishes and he helped her
with the gardening even though he did not enjoy it. Rebecca also mentioned how
Steve brought out a side of her, as a woman, that she had not experienced before. The
social work student took the opportunity to highlight what they did for each other as a
couple and the need to give thernselves credit for such things. Steve said, "Rebecca
was put down for so many years that she doesn't believe the good things she does. 1

was married before, and as a wife, there is no comparison between the old and the
new."
Rebecca thanked Steve for saying such a nice thing about her. This
conversation enabled Steve and Rebecca to enhance their awareness of the positive
aspects of their relationship and to begin to frame their ideas of what they need to do
for each other within the context of their large family. As a result, Steve and Rebecca

indicated they feit more connected and invested in strengthening the value of their
reiationship in order to strengthen the marriage and the family.

Trust and Communication
The social work student took this opportunity to examine the methods of
communication between Rebecca and Steve and explored areas such as how to better
relate feelings to each other rather than assuming the other shouid already be aware of
them. Steve stated that he needed to be "knocked over the head" when something
needs to be explained to him because he did not read between the lines. Therefore,
Rebecca needed to tell hirn exactly what she was thinking and feeling and he would
understand. By deconstructing the patterns of communication and sorting out
assumptions Rebecca and Steve were able to have a greater understanding of how to
communicate with each other. The literature recomrnends that helping couples form
a better understanding of each other, reinforce active Iistening skilis, develop

communication skills, l e m to negotiate compromises and form a greater sense of
awareness of each other are vaIuabIe mechanisrns in forming a coupie tearn (Burt &
Burt, 1996; Visher & Visher, 1996). Therefore, using the psychoeducational

approach in regards to communications skills, the student discussed the concept of 'T'
vs. "You" statements and dlowing the other to finish their point when discussing a

difficult issue.
During each session the social work student noticed Steve's habit of regularly
referrhg to Rebecca as his '%eautifÙl/charming wife," and Rebecca being fhstrated
when he referred to her this way. Exploration of this pattern revealed that Rebecca

felt Steve was saying the words without meaning them. Steve indicated he was aware
of this feeling on Rebecca's part fiom early on in their relationship as they had
discussed it in the past, but he hoped she would eventually get over it. He indicated
that he found this difficult to battle because he loved her unconditionally, on her good
and bad days, yet she was constantly disputing his love for her. It was also discussed
how there had been many people in Rebecca's life who had not loved her
unconditionally, such as her first husband and stepmother, which fostered the belief
that she was not worth the love and caring that Steve had for her. The social work
student normalized Rebecca's feelings of how they naturally sternmed fiom her past
and highlighted the fact that it must have been difficult for her to tmst that Steve
would not Ieave or hurt her as had been a fùnction of her past.
Using the solution-focused approach, the social work student examined when
Steve's compliments towards Rebecca were reassuring and whether they had been in
the past. Rebecca indicated that it depended on the day; if she was having a good day
she was cornfortable with his cornrnents whereas if she was having a bad day in
which she was feeling badly about herseIf she preferred that he not Say anything at
aI1. Rebecca stated that in the bad times she needed Steve to listen rather than ignore
her negative feelings about herself or provide his opinion about how beautiful she is.
Steve discussed his awareness of the differences between men and women when it
came to venting, problem solving and listering. The social work student emphasized
and validated Steve's awareness of the differences in men and women, namely that
women generally wish to discuss a problem whereas men typically prefer to soIve the

problem. The social work student also validated Steve's willingness to anempt to
understand and meet Rebecca's needs.
Although the solution-focused approach worked to some degree with this
couple, it did not appear to be as effective as hoped. Steve, particularly, seemed to
find SFT questions to be too vague. Therefore, the social work student decided to
incorporate some interventions fiom the emotion-focused approach. The emotionfocused approach involves examining patterns of interaction and the attendant
emotions. The pattern of interaction that had developed for this couple was that
Rebecca protected herself or kept her guard up when interacting with Steve for
several reasons. She described how Steve would cal1 her names or be rude and mean
in anger which destroyed any sort of confidence she had built up in their relationsfüp.
Subsequent occasions of angry feelings between hem served as a reminder that Steve
had hurt her and that she must keep her guard up. The social work student
highlighted the fact that the pattern of abuse fiom her past taught her to keep her
guard up as a method of survival, which she had transferred to her current
relationship. Therefore, when Steve raised his voice, became angry, and used abusive
words it brought back memones of past abuse and she proceeded to put her guard up
and ultimately end the lines of communication between them. In agreement with this

Rebecca stated, "he proved to me that 1can't trust him, it's based on the things he
says."
The student began the process of examinhg the trigger points that brought
Rebecca back to protecting herself and how Steve could recognize moments when he
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argument was becoming intense she needed Steve to step back and give her time to
cope with it, as she would come around but it was important to give her space. Steve
indicated that if she needed space that she should tell him and he would do sornething
eIse. Rebecca needed to let him know what she needed as he said, "knock me over
the head, be specific, give me sornething 1can work with such as tell me to go away
for half an hour." The social work student noted Steve's awareness of the benefits of
taking a the-out and the importance putting time hunes around when space is
needed. At the end of this particular session Rebecca stated that she was willing to
give Steve a grace period to adjust to the idea of tirne-outs as it was just introduced.

By focusing on a pattern of interaction, through the use of the emotionallyfocused approach, the social work student was able to highlight and acknowledge the
different parts of Rebecca and create a different sense of awareness about herself, It
also encouraged her ability to take responsibility for her level of communication
when the different parts of her are emerging. Therefore, Rebecca was more equipped
to let Steve know she needed to be heard, or she needed tirne alone to deal with a
particular issue. Steve was able to more clearly understand her needs and effective
ways to communicate with her, and was able to request a more direct style of
communication From her.
When goals were reviewed in regards to their relationship, Rebecca and Steve
noted that they felt their relationship had improved considerably. They were arguing
less and felt their communication skills had improved when discussing difficuit
issues. Rebecca also felt Steve was more aware of her needs and that she was better
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Parenting Issues

Boundaries
in order to develop as a couple the boundaries surrounding the couple need to

be strong and distinct fiom those surrounding the farnily as a whole (Berger, 1998;
Burt & Burt, 1996; Opper, 2000). Visher & Visher (1996) discuss the fact that
unclear boundaries c m create distress, uncertainty and frustration, which thereby
decreases the sense of control within the stepfmily. it was also stressed that as
parents become more consistent with enforcing boundaries it will be easier for the
children to recognize and respect a new pattern of interacting between parents and
children (Burt & Burt, 1996; Visher & Visher, 1996).
Using the psychoeducational approach the student explored the importance of
having time alone as a couple to discuss how to handle difficult situations with the
children. Rebecca initially stated strongly that her children would not accept this as
they were used to immediate responses h m her when upsetting situations arose.
This was validated and normalized as a necessary part of being a single-parent and
helping her children through a very traumatic past, however it was suggested that old
methods might be detrimental to the new stage of their family Iife. By formulating
the couple boundary, Rebecca and Steve could demonstrate to their children how a
healthy couple cornrnunicates. Steve and Rebecca were encouraged to start slow by
teIIing their children they needed 5 minutes alone and then build the tirne up to 10
4
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a time-out fiom the children to discuss an issue and were only able to get away for
two minutes as the kids were arguing and yeliing at each other outside their door. It
was emphasized that this was bvo minutes more than they had before, and that it was
a process that would take practice and time for everyone in the family to adjust to.
Therefore, it is important for Rebecca and Steve to leam to work together when
dealing with the children and to aUow time to themselves to sort out issues related to
the children.

Discipline
Rebecca stated that Steve is often the reason for her stress due to the manner
in which he treated her children. The reality of the trauma of the past for Rebecca
and her children affected the stepparent-child bonding and how Steve interacts with
them, as Steve's yelling and verbaI abuse triggered fear in Rebecca's children due to
their past. The discussion focused on Steve developing a relationship or
strengthening the bond with Rebecca's children before taking on a disciplinarian role.
During this discussion Steve indicated he realized his method of discipline was not
working as he often had to ask the children to do things more than once, then he
would get hstrated and end up asking Rebecca to talk to her children. The
stepparent assuming the disciplinarian role too quickly c m create distress within the
stepfamily. Many authors recornrnend that the stepparent take their tirne in formirtg a
relationship and be patient in their role as a "parent" (Howell et al., 1998; Kupisch,
1491; Visher & Visher, 1996). it became apparent that Steve was hstrated in his
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psychoeducational and solution-focused approaches the student attempted to explore
the notion that it is beneficial for Steve to f o m a stronger relationship with his
children. The student also attempted to identiQ moments when Steve had interacted
with the children in a supportive rather than disciplinarian role. The social work
student found that Steve did not respond well to these forms of intervention as he
stated he did not have time to bond with 5 stepchildren. Steve continually justified
his disciplinary actions when dealing with the children because he did not have any
problems acting in this manner when parenting his son.
As a result the student explored discipline in another manner. Using the
cognitive-behavioural approach, the discussion centred on anger management and
how to recognize anger and deal with it in a more constructive manner when working
with the children. His anger was explored M e r to identify how his thoughts and

feelings influenced his actions. Steve stated that when he became a n g y with the
children his thoughts were, "no one is listening to me." As a result, feelings of
hstration and distress would result in swearing, yelling and throwing things.
Diagrarns were used to clarify patterns of these interactions. This exercise allowed
Steve to break down the cycle of his anger, determine it's root cause and identify how
he could avert verbally and p h ~ i c a l i yabusive reactions. Steve was able to recognize
that he had control over his actions by recognizing that he could reframe his thoughts
in a more positive manner and allow hirnseIf to take a time-out to compose himself in
order to handle the situation more apprpriately.
Rebecca discussed how her children were extremeIy sensitive to Steve's
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became physically abusive. Therefore, when Stevt reacted in anger her children
would look to her for safety and protection. Rebecca aIso discussed the fact that the
family did no t know when Steve was getting fnistrated and angry as his ceactions
from which happened very quickly. Steve decided he could let Rebecca know he was
getting k t r a t e d , step away fiom the situation and provide the opportunity for
Rebecca to cake over. When he had time to calrn down he couId return to the
situation and assume a more supportive for Rebecca if the children are misbehaving.
Therefore, by using the cognitive-behaviourai approach Steve was able to recognize
moments when he could relinquish the disciplinarian role, take a moment to calm
himselfwhen getting angry, and allow Rebecca time to step in and work with the
children when dealing with disciplinarian issues.

The Children's Pemective

The sociaI work student had the opportunity to meet with three of the chiidsen
in a family session because Rebecca felt it was important for her children to verbalize
their concerns about Steve in a session. She fek it was important '70 let Steve hear
that when they (her chiIdren) are mad,they are just verbalizing but not mad at him."
Thus, Chris, Tim and Elizabeth, ages 12, 1I and 9 years old, were able to attend the

fmily therapy session.
The session started off with play therapy and the tiuee children were given the
choice to work with piaydough or draw pictures in order to m a t e a symbo1 that
represented the state of their family or what they wanted theu famiIy to look üke.
Ir.:.
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changed in the family. Chris and Elizabeth indicated they were happy with the farnily
situation but did not like the fact that Steve yelled as much as he did. Th,on the
other hand, was very angry with Steve and the way he yelled at the family. Tim also
indicated that he was aware of the fkequent arguments his mother and Steve had
because they would wake him in the middle of the night. T h made it very clear he
disliked Steve and would prefer that Steve not be a part of their family, which was his

answer to what he would like to see changed in the family.
During the session the kids' symbols were discussed and it was noted that
Elizabeth drew a scene with al1 8 family members holding hands with smiles on their
faces and the sun shining behind them. EIizabech indicated that she wanted everyone

in her family to be happy with one another. Chris fomed a heart out of playdough
indicating he was happy with the h i l y but would not go into M e r detail. Tim
formed a circle out of playdough and drew 6 stick figures that included his mother as
the bigger tigure with the rest of his brothers and sisters. He did not include Steve or
Chris in the picture. It seemed clear the chiIdren7spictures and symbols were an
accurate indication of how Rebecca and Steve had described the children's feelings.

The student praised their sensitivity and attentiveness to their family and emphasized
their abilities to support their children's needs in adjusting to life in a stepfamily.
As a result of the family therapy session, Rebecca and Steve indicated they

realized the impact their arguments had on Tim and decided to make more of an
effort to control the volume and intensity of their disagreements in front of the
children. It also helped in reducing the fiequency of their arguments.

CounseIling with Rebecca, Steve and their fmily reveded many commun
issues experienced by stepfarnilies. The psychoeducational and emotion-focussed
approaches were used to explore areas of the couple's relationship and foster the
strength of their relationship, and the bond necessary to hoId the stepfamily together.
Also, the use of the psychoeducational approach in examining parenting issues and
the dificulties faced in managing a large family. The use ofthe cognitive-behaviod
approach in exploring anger management created the team concept for Rebecca and
Steve to work together when coping with the day to day life of parenting each o t h d s
children.

Familv $6 (Sharon & Ken1

Sharon and Ken were a remarritd couple of two years in which Sharon has
two children h m a previous mamage, Kathy who is 13 years old and Michael who is
10 years old. Sharon and Ken have a chiId together, Jack, who is a year and a half.

This invented stepfamily focused their attention on creating a new famiIy as Ken was
single prior to their mariage. Sharon has been separated from her former spouse,
David, for 7 years. David has primary care of Kathy and Michael, who visit Sharon
and Ken every Thursday to Saturday at noon and every second Sunday untit noon.
Sharon is disabled from rheumatoid arthritis and Ken is the main care provider for the

famity. Sharon has been unable to work since 1995 when she was forced to quit her
job as an olfice manager due to her illness.

Assessrnent
Sharon initiated counselling due to her concem for her children and she felt her
former husband put too much pressure on them in regards to discipline and an
overloaded schedule. Sharon fett the most concern for Kathy whose emotional
problems were exacerbated by her father. Sharon descnbed Kathy as feeling
alienated by her father and that David favoured Michael because he was a boy,
causing Kathy and Michael to bicker. Ken felt Kathy and Michael did not have time
to rela.. as they were overwhelmed with a busy schedule at David's and the children
end up at her home exhausted. Sharon and Ken felt the iules at David's were
unreasonable as he had a very strict bedtime and rules around homework, however
the children's rnany activities during the week rneant that by the time they got home
they did not have tirne to finish their hornework before bedtime. Sharon and Ken
wished Kathy and Michael wouId corne to their home rested and relaxed instead of
using it as a place to crash, Sharon felt the childrens' exhaustion f?om being at
David's took away from pianned fmily activities with her and Ken. Both Sharon and
Ken agreed that they needed to leam to communicate with David for the sake of her
children. David was aware of them attending cowiselling and was willing to be a part
of the process. Goals formulated in the first session with Sharon and Ken included:

1) For Sharon and Ken to improve their ernotional support of Kathy through
improved listening and comunication.

2) increasing David's respect for Sharon and Ken's parenting abilities.

Intervention
The progress of therapy was inconsistent due to Sharon's illness as they were
only able to attend two sessions at the Family Centre and then cancelled sessions for
an entire month. It was then agreed that the social work student would visit Sharon
and Ken for sessions at their home to accommodate Sharon's illness. The focus
included a number of themes related to the bi-nuclear family system for Sharon and
Ken. Issues such as separating boundaries between the immediate family and that of
the spouse, fostering respecthl avenues of communication, and strengthening the
value of the stepfamily Sharon and Ken have created will be discussed below.

Streneths
The value and strengths of Sharon and Ken's parenting skills for the two
teenagers while raising a one and a half year old and coping with Sharon's illness
were highlighted. The student emphasized the value of the good relationship both

Sharon and Ken had with her children, tbat Kathy and Michael had a strong rapport
with Ken, and that they respected him as their stepfather. Ken descnbed how every
second Saturday he took MichaeI to a cornputer war games group he is involved with.
The value of the relationship Ken had formed with his stepchildren and the fact that
he has assurned a suitable role within their stepfarniIy was highlighted. The literature
supports stepparents in taking on the role of fiiend, mentor and parental support in a
warm and accepting manner for their stepchiIdren (Corsbie-Burnett & Giles-Sims,
1994; Visher & Visher, 1990; Visher & Visher, 1994; Visher & Visher, 1996).

Sharon stated she found it distressing that David felt they do not have any
d e s , were irresponsible parents and that he did not respect them as parents. She felt
very upset because David's actions made her feel as if she was a tem%le mother and
that the children sensed this as well. There were a number of reasons Sharon might
have felt insecure as a mother such as David's discontent with her parenting abilities
or the social stigma related to her unusual role as the non-residential parent. Depner
(1993) discussed the fact that the mother as the non-residential parent goes against

strong societal noms in its view O t mothers, and referred to this situation as ')7arental
role reversai." Ultimately, Sharon wanted David eo respect her and Ken and

recognize that they are a permanent part oftheir children's life. She wanted David to
know, "that we are not corrupting hem, (Kathy & Michael) they are not in danger
here and nothing bad is happening to his children while they are here." The social
work student validated and normalized Sharon's hurt, wonies and insecunties as a
mother and subsequently explored how her illness had affected her as a mother.
Sharon discussed how she was often tired and in pain which prevented her from doing
some of the things she wanted to do for her children. For example, Sharon described
how Michael loved pancakes on Sunday morning and she was usuaIly too tired or
sick to make them for him. Sharon discussed how it took her a long time to accept
her limitations due to her illness, but has accepted the reality of her situation and was
trying to make the best of it. Sharon tried to focus on what she could do with her
children such as watching movies or heIping with hornework. The social work
student focused on her strengths and expiored the many different ways she
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children's lives rather than trying to prove to David that she aiready was. Sharon's
ability to be there for ber children on an emotional level was examined in detail.
Overall, the student was able to start the process of enabling Sharon to sort out her
role as a mother and strengthen what she was already doing rather than focusing on
what she was not doing.
The strength of their couple bond and how they supported each other when
distressed about dealing with David or when worried about their children was
emphasized. Sharon explained how loving and supportive Ken was considering the
difficulty of her health problems, as he drove the kids to various activities, did
housework and cared for Jack when she could not.
The focus on strengths and stressing the importance of making note of the
things Sharon and Ken were aiready doing as a family became an avenue to
encourage the significance of their stepfamily. This helped create confidence that
they were competent parents and began the process of them valuing their own
resources in dealing with difficult stepfamily issues. It also created an awareness of
the importance of clear boundaries in bi-nuclear families.

Bi-nuclear familv boundaries
Examination of how to create and strengthen boundaries and respect between
their family and David's became an important focus. The process of discusshg
boundaries helped Sharon and Ken focus on what was important to their family rather
than shiffing attention to what is happening with her former spouse. Visher & Visher
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limitations that are a reality of their children being a part of two households. The
social work student discussed the control Sharon and Ken had within their home and
the differences in family rules between the two households. For instance, Sharon and
Ken explained how their rules were more Ienient than David's as they let the children
watch action movies, play war video games, and they were more flexible around
when Kathy and Michael had to do their homework. Sharon discussed how it seemed
David had less control and influence over their fmily now as he used to try to control
what movies the kids watched or what they were eating when they were at Sharon
and Ken's home. Sharon and Ken felt they had stopped David's attempt at
controlling how they parented Kathy and MichaeI by communicating with him less,
having less contact on the phone and by simply avoiding him. However, they felt
their opinions were not respected by David which was reflected in Kathy and Michael
questioning Sharon and Ken's parental decisions.
The social work student examined the notion of fostering respect between the
parents and two households by exploring how Sharon and Ken expressed their
opinions of David in their household. Divorced parents discussing negative opinions
of the other parent is a common occurrence, but it can have a negative and darnaghg
impact on children. It is recornrnended not to be bIaming or critical of the former
spouse as this can be a way to devalue the children who love and care for both their
parents and can also place the chitdren in a loyalty conflict. Therefore it is more
appropriate for parents to reinforce respect for the divorced parent by discussing
difficult issues and negative opinions behind closed doors (Bray & Berger, 1993;
FqGsigzï & FqGcïiSgj, 98% Wei, 2EC). Zx sûcid GÜ?K stüdcïii üû~&-c& &c

difficulty in seeing eye to eye with David and that they did not have to agree with
him. Sharon indicated that ultirnately, she wanted to work more as a tearn with David
rather than working against each other.
The social work student asked Sharon and Ken if they saw anything positive
in the way David parents Kathy and Michael. Sharon stated, " he loves the kids, he
believes he is doing what is best for them. He takes being a father very seriously and
wants to protect them." The process of examining comrnon goals between co-parents
began by asking Sharon and Ken how they viewed David. This provided the sense
that there were common elements between them such as the love for their children
and desire for what was best for them, Buehler & Ryan (1994) concluded fiom their
study that clinicians may want to recognize comrnon beliefs and parenting goals
between former spouses, which will foster cooperation rather than rivalry between
parents and non-residential parents. Reducing competition and increasing the idea of
teamwork on a common goal may help removing the chiIdren fiom being caught in
the middle of parental disagreement (BuehIer & Ryan, 1994; Visher & Visher, 1996).
Therefore, introducing the notion of mutual respect and common goals was an initial
step in encouraging improved communication between Sharon and Ken and her
former spouse.

The former saouse: Individual Theraw

The purpose of meeting with David was to detennine whether he had similar
concerns for Kathy and Michael as Sharon had and whether he was open to fînding
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to be a part of the counselling process because of his concern for his children and his
stniggling relationship with Sharon and Ken. Over the course of two individual
sessions with David a nurnber of thernes arose in his stmggle as a CO-parentand
single-parent for Kathy and Michael.

Sinole-parentine - Strengths
David agreed that he felt Kathy and Michael biskered a considerable arnount
however this was due to natural sibling rivalry. David stated that as a single-parent
he tried to be fair but he was concemed about Kathy's behaviour when she got angry.
Kathy would get fmstrated and mgry very quickly and hit her brother or use angry
words. David felt that Kathy needed to learn to be respectful. David seemed very
aware of both his children's individual needs and that one of the most common
disputes was over fighting for his attention and David felt both Kathy and Michael
were experiencing normal, developmental adolescent problems. The social work
student affirmed his awareness of his children's individual needs and the difficulty he
had in balancing their needs as a single-parent.

Co-parentins
David's strengths as a singIe-parent and the difficulty in managing his
responsibilities towards his children versus the responsibilities of Sharon and Ken
were discussed. David stated that the main issue that bothered him was that he felt ail
the responsibility of parenting Fe11 on hiin, even when the kids were with Sharon and
Ken- FcfexY.qp!e, Qz~",Uscuss&
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and Ken's on a Thursday night and he received a phone cal1 from the school on the

Friday morning advising that Kathy was not in school. David phoned Sharon and
Ken who explained they had a mu& night because the baby was sick, and that Kathy
was tired and would be iate. At this point Sharon had asked David if he could take
Kathy to school because Ken was tired as he had been up al1 night. David felt he did

not have any other choice, as it was important for Kathy to get to school, yet "1 am
aIways bailing them out." OveralI, David felt that Sharon and Ken were not
dependable thecefore, he felt it was his responsibility to make sure that homework got
done as he did not trust that it would get done over the weekend at Sharon and Ken's,
Depner (1993) discussed studies that found that residentiai fathers often had difficulty
with the parenting abilities of non-residential mothers and felt they did not have the
motivation or ability to be the pnmw parent. Depner (1993) also discussed studies
that found residential fathers were content with their role as the primary parent but
oAen had to deal with the difficulties of the child's adjustment to the parental
transition or setting routines and household rules.

The sociaI work student explored overaIl stepfamily issues related to Sharon
and Ken and David indicated he was aware of the different expectations between the
two households and the tension berween him and Sharon. As a result, David said he
was reluctant to raise any issues related to the children because he was conscious of
the fact that Sharon perceived this as a way to control her. From a solution-focused

perspective, the student asked David to reflect upon what had worked in the past in
communicating with Sharon. David discussed how initidly, upon their separation,
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interaction was cooperative in that they openly discussed issues and concem related
to the children. He said they had decided to remain civil, be respecthl and remah
Friends for the sake of the chiidren. David indicated that things changed when Sharon
and Ken began to experience financial pniblems and decided they were not able to
contribute towards paying for Kathy and Michaei's extra-curricular activities. At that
time Sharon requested that David assume fidl custody as Sharon and Ken could no
longer afford to support the children. When custody was changed to the current
arrangement, David felt that disputes over Finances and parenting methods created a
Iot of stress on him and the children. As a resuk of this event over child support and
custody, communication lines broke down and their differences in household niles
became more apparent and conflicting.

Boundaries and Communication
The issues of communication and boundaries between the two households
were introduced as welI as the idea ofeasing the burden of hl1 parenting h m David
by having him focus on parenting solely within hÏs household. Ultimately, he did not

have control over the rules in Sharon and Ken's home, therefore it was a matter of
trust that Sharon and Ken would deal with the homework issue on their own terms.
David fek that he had already begun to make a conscious effort not to concem
himself with the mies in Sharon and Ken's household, as he had not discussed
"trivial" issues such as whether the children were watching violent movies. David

discussed an exampie in which he had put this to the test as he described a situation in
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audition was on an evening she would be at her mother's, she assumed that she would
probably not be able to go. David's initial reaction was to offer to take her, but
decided that if it were important enough to Kathy she wouId work it out with her
mother and Ken. David stated that it took incredible self-restraint not to get involved
and said that it was in his own best interest to do "the best parenting 1can with the

kids when i have thern and the rest is up to the grace of God." He stated that he did
not speak his mind if he was bothered about an issue because he realized it did not get
him anywhere and he and Sharon ended up hstrated. David's awareness of the
dificulty of CO-parenting,especially the fact that he was tom between wanting what
was best for his children, but not always being able to give them what they needed
when they were not with him, was validated. He was supported in his decision to
pick his battles, as ofien the end result is not worth the hassle.
Communication Ievels between the two households were explored as David
indicated that he felt communication between hirnseif and Sharon and Ken were civil,
but his rdationship with Ken was more cordial. Sometimes he felt Ken was more
cooperative when it came to negotiating driving the kids to various events whereas
Sharon wouId becorne offended that he had asked Ken to drive the kids because Ken
might be very tired. A discussion centred on keeping communication positive rather
than negative as an indirect way to foster an improved relationship.

The sociaI work student also examined with David what he appreciated about
the ways Sharon and Ken parent, David stated that he respected Ken's work ethic

and his ability to provide a steady incorne for Sharon and the children considering the
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was aware that Michael enjoyed this. He did not consider the Satwday rnorning war
games activity as a negative situation, but something that Ken can do for his son that
he cannot. David determined that he would like his relationship with Sharon to
improve, as he Felt it would be helpful if they both lemed to trust each other more
and for their relationship to be a civil one.

Visitation Concems
The student had the opportunity to set up a family therapy session with
Sharon, Ken, Kathy and Michael, and a second one with David, Kathy and Michael.
There were some cornmonalties that were first discovered with Sharon and Ken and
explored in further detail with David. in both sessions Kathy and Michael indicated
that they found it confusing when plans were continually changed due to whose house
they will be at, as there was not enough consistency in planning the weekends.
in the family therapy session with David the issue of visitation was explored

further because Kathy felt that her parents worked out the visitation arrangements
arnongst themselves and she did not get any Say on the decisions. She expressed the
fact that she did not want her entire day or weekends planned for her anymore. Kathy
and Michael ofien feIt like they did not know what was going on and they could not
make plans with their kiends until their parents told them where they were going to
be on the weekends. When asked what would help the situation, Kathy stated that she
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plans rather than being told, and be infomed olwhy the changes were made. David
validated the children's concern by stating that he was aware the abrupt changes
could throw off plans for the weekend and that it was important to be consistent in
making plans, however he also felt it was important to be flexible. Kathy discussed
that when they were younger they went along with what they were told and did not
ask any questions, whereas it was no longer acceptable to go along with plans made
for them. They wanted a choice when it came to weekend visits and planning. David
agreed that as parents they could make more of an effort in planning visits and
making last minute changes. The issue was explored M e r when Kathy suggested
they make a farnily calendar in which they could write down plans or changes that
had been made and for it to be used as a daily reference. The social work student
validated Kathy for her resourcefulness and further emphasized the idea of mutual
responsibility in farnily planning as Kathy and Michael both had a role in letting their
father know where they needed to be or which fiend they had made plans with.
Overall, the social work student tiighlighted the fact that the farnily calendar
may have allowed the children to have more input yet understand that there needed to
be room for flexibility. It is important to note the particular characteristics of
adolescents in blended or binuclear fmiIies, and the fact that children in their teens
are beginning to seek independence and their own identity. Research has found that
teenagers are less satisfied with a strict visitation schedule due to more external
interaction with fnends (Bray & Berger, 1993; Visher & Visher, 1996). This was
clearly the case for Kathy who was beginnuig to express a desire to have more control
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Visher (1 996)recornmend exarnining with parents their adolescents' changing needs
and to look at any reasonable changes that would fit the farnily. Discussion of this

issue resulted in David's willingness to allow Kathy to have more control over
weekend planning and using the family calendar as a mechanism to display her
wishes for weekend plans.

Boundaries and Communication
In examining the differences in family sessions there was a clear discrepancy

in interaction between Sharon and the children versus David and the children. Most
of the session with Sharon, Kathy and Michael involved Kathy pointing out the many
things her father did wrong and Sharon supporting Kathy more like a fiiend rather
than a mother. For example, Kathy described her father as being too controlling by
tracking the homework she had to do and when she had to do it. Also, Kathy
described her father not letting her stay home fiom school when she was not feeling
well, whereas her mother would be more supportive in these aspects. Sharon agreed
that David was too controlling of her children and feared he would control her
daughter they way he controlled her when they were married. Bray & Berger (1993)
discussed the fact that adolescence is a rime in which the child may seek the support

of the non-residential parent to avoid confiict or control of the residentid parent.
This was clearly the case for Kathy who objected to her father's control of her daily
life and felt her mother was more flexible and easy to deal with.
The indication that boundarÏes were crossed between parent and child

was not feeling well one rnoming and Sharon asked that Michad cal1 his father to

advise him of this. Later on, David phoned Sharon to discuss the situation. The
social work student attempted to focus on creating cIear boundaries between the
parents and children by examining how Michael felt when he was asked to phone his
dad for his mother. The social work student normalized Sharon's insecurities in
dealing with David however, stressed the importance of Sharon and Ken dealing
directly with David when it cornes to issues with the children.
Michael's main concern was fear that his father might leave him due to his
disapproval of the things Michael did while at his mother's house. Michael's
understanding was that David left Sharon because he disapproved ofsome of her
behaviours, As a result Michaei avoided telring his father about the things that he did
when he was at his mother's place. The social work student nonnalized Michael's
feelings and reinforced the idea that as parents, Sharon and David both ioved their
children and would not desert them under any circumstance. The effects of Sharon
expressing her opinions about David may have fostered Michael's belief that his
father might abandon him. It is important for divorced parents to deal with
conflicting issues between themselves and not involve their children. it was very
clear to the student in the session with Sharon and her children that sshe was very
vocal of her distikes and lack of respect for David in h n t of the chiIdren.
Unfominately the student did not have the opportunity to explore the issue f i e r due
to Sharon's ilhess and lack of M e r sessionsDuring the session with David and the children, differences in communication
were apparent in how the children discussed their feeIings and concems for th&

father. Kathy indicated she would prefer to know more about what her father was
thinking when it comes to family issues related to herself and Michael. For example,
Kathy felt it was difficult not knowing her dad's thought during the change in custody
arrangement because her mother told her what was going on and how it was affecting
them but David did not. Thus Kathy ended up feeling conhsed over whose side to be
on. It was at this point that Kathy and Michael stated they wanted to see their mom
more than just the weekends, but on a weeknight as well. David took this into
consideration and the custody arrangement was changed based on their input.
The social work student explored what was reasonable for the children to be
aware of versus the parents need to sort out and finalize decisions related to Michael
and Kathy on their own. The student validated the fact that Kathy and Michael
womed about what their parents were disputing and as children they should not have
to pick sides. The social work student also supported David's judgement in deciding
what to tell his children in relation to family issues. OveraI1, the session with David,
Kathy, and Michael ended very positively in that David asked how they could have
this type of civil, respectful conversation at home. Michael answered by stating, "not
to do it when we are angry." Kathy also felt it would be easier if they were more
respectful towards each other when discussing difficult issues.
With this family, the social work student had the oppomuiity to explore many

areas of the bi-nuclear family and work on key areas to strengthen the stepfamily
system. Allowing Sharon and Ken to express their concerns about David and their
relationship with him provided the chance to normalize their fears and focus on better
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component of the stepfamily system shows the importance of creating strong lines of
communication while forming clear boundaries between the bi-nuclear family
systems. The course of counselling also fostered the importance of the stepfamily
formed by Sharon and Ken and explored ways to build their own family bond.

Sirnilarities and Differences

Strengths A~proach
The common thread that arose throughout the practicum was the use and
apparent need for the strengths approach as it became clear that the farnilies
experienced difficulty or uncertainty in the way they were functioning as stepfamilies.
Stepfamilies experience uncertainty because of the lack of social noms to follow and,
in essence, they are creating a new family form by figurhg out family dynamics on
their own. Berger (1998) suggested tbat the North Amencan culture has not yet
formed rules in regards to stepfamily relationships and how they should communicate
or interact. Stepfarnilies are much more cornplex than the nuclear family form as the
family dynamics involve the rnerging of two different families, which ultimately
involves rnerging two different ways of comrnunicating, parenting, family traditions
and family rules. The challenge becomes how to compromise or balance two
different family forms (Berger, 1998).
IdentifLing each fmiIy7sstrengths and uniqueness was very helpful as it
fostered a sense of confidence in the resources and mode of fùnctioning that the
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interna1 resources such as compromises in niles, roles, c ~ m r n ~ c a t î and
o n external
resources such as farnily and Eend support or the use of supportive agencies.
The effectiveness of this approach was demonstrated in a number of ways. For
example, the student encouraged Michelle and Ken (Farnily #4) for having worked
out very reasonable compromises in dealing with Michelle's family. The social work
student spent a considerable amount of time highlighting their resourcefulness in their
compromise that Ken would not socialize with Michelle's sisters but would meet with
her parents on occasion. In the event that a special occasion arose they discussed
what was reasonable to expect of each of them in each particular situation.
The strengths approach was also very useful in encouraging and supporting
Michelle's role as a mother as her family was leading her to beIieve she was a bad
mother based on her decision to be with Ken. Her farnily felt Ken had a negative
impact on her daughter which she was begiming to believe and she was very upset
over the fact that her relationship with her daughter had taken a turn for the worse
since Rachel had moved in with her father. The social work student exarnined
MicheIle's insecurities, normalized them and focused on her individual resources as a
mother; for example, her sensitivity to her daughter's needs when she first started
dating Ken. Thus, the student focused on Michelle's past resourcefulness and
encouraged her to use it in the new stage of her relationship with her daughter to find
different ways to maintain the mother-daughter connection.
Similar to Michelle, Sharon (Family #6) aiso had insecurities as to her
effectiveness as a mother within her bi-nuclear family. The use of the süengths
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The usefulness of the strengths approach was dso demonstrated with Diane
(Family #1) as her insecurities as a stepmother were examined. Diane felt that the
spanking incident and the resulting court order variation damaged her reptation and
confidence as a mother making it dificult for her to face Rick's family. This
situation is also an indication of uncertainty in roles within a stepfamily as Diane
indicated she was not aware stepparents do not have legal rights in regards to their
stepchild and are not allowed to spank in disciplinary situations. Therefore, the focus
for Diane became strengthening her abilities as a parent by examining her devotion to
be the best parent she could be. Diane discussed enrolling in parenting courses before
her first child was bom because she did not want to parent like her parents did. Her
devotion and willingness to parent the best way that she couId was highlighted in
order to help create the awareness that she is a wonderfuI parent and stepparent.
The use of the strengths approach was also very effective in working with
Rebecca and Steve (Family #5) in which Rebecca was unsure whether they were
developing their relationship in the proper way. The student focused on the decisions
they had already made to ensure they had time to spend together as a couple and that
they had the ability to decide about the appropriate a m o u t of t h e within the
confines of their farnily.

Boundaries
A second comrnon issue that arose in many of the stepfamilies was

boudaries. The literature States cIeariy that ffamily boudaries can be a common
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parentslstepparents and children, or between the remarried couple and the nonresidential parent. Often boundaries surrounding the children are difficult ones to
form in stepfamilies because the children came before the couple bond and the
remanied couple are developing a relationship while parenting children fiom
previous maniages.

in Diane and Rick's case (Family #1), stepfarnily boundaries were disregarded
by Rick's former spouse who attempted to control how they cared for Rick's daughter
when she was with them. This situation had an impact on both couple and stepparent
relationships as Diane described feeling separated from Rick and his daughter
because she was not pemitted to be alone with her. Rick would not allow Diane to
put Alicia to bed, brush her teeth or bathe her because his former spouse threatened to
cal1 the lawyer if she became aware of these activities. Consequently, the social work
student focused on reinforcing the boundaries between their farnily and Rick's former
spouse by emphasizing the notion that they had the controi to decide how to parent
when Rick's daughter was with them.
Sharon and Ken (Family #6) also experienced the difficulty of boundaries
being crossed, with the couple feehg Sharon's former spouse, David, did not respect
how they cared for Kathy and MichaeI within their home. The goal was to create the
strength and confidence in Sharon and Ken's abilities to enforce boundaries within
the confines of their farnily, while stiIl communicating respectfilly with David when
issues surrounding the children arose.
Boundaries were an issue for Michelle and Ken in relation to Michelle's
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focus was on stren,ghening Michelle and Ken's choice to decide how much they
would let her farnily into the reaim of theu relationship. It was also reinforced that
Michelle and Ken were the ones who needed to demonstrate to their family how they
expected to be treated, such as leaving when rude comments were getting out of hand
or indicating that they wished the conversation to end.
Boundaries were an issue for Robert and Rebecca (Farnily #2) when Robert
felt his stepsons took precedence over the coupte relationship for Rebecca Robert
indicated that Rebecca favored her sons over him and he did not feel like there was a
'ke" component of their relationship. Due to their separation in the early stages of
the counselling process the issue of buundaries couid not be fully explored.
Boundaries were also an issue for Rebecca and Steve (Family #5), in relation
to them allowing their children to interfere with the time they needed as a couple to
deal with family issues, This was demonstrated when Rebecca explained that she was
unable to discuss with Steve how they might handle a disagreement with the children
because the children would be right by their sides. Therefore, the notion of allowing
5 minutes behind closed doors to discuss an issue was discussed in order to foster the
strength of the boundary around the coupte.
Boundaries for Family #4 arose due to the fact that Ken would oflen talk
negatively of Michelle's children and her extended family which put Michelle on the
defensive despite the fact she was also unhappy with her family's behaviour. It is
recomrnended in the literature that stepparents, parents or non-residential parents not
speak poorly of the other family members. This became a personal issue for Michelle
;=iL persunci;y iï,sü;îÉ$
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fmily. Michelle often said Ken was making her family look worse than they really
were. While Ken felt he was an "outsider" who did not have a personal history or
comection to her fmily and saw her family's rnisbehaviour from a third party point
of view, he failed to realize his opinions and stories of Michelle's family were hurting
the one he loved the rnost.
Tt is interesting to note that using the psychoeducational approach in exploring
the issues of buundaries was a common theme across al1 six families, yet differences
occurred in where the boundaries were being crossed (Le. between the spouse and
former spouse; between the couple and extended family; and, between the couple and
the children).

Role Confusion
A third common therne that arose amongst the four stepfamilies was

confusion over roles. It was very cornmon for d e confùsion to be a shared area of
discontent for stepparents, as they are often seen as the outsider coming into a formed
family and anxiety, confusion and frustration can result. Role definition within a
stepfarnily is a very cornplex issue due to the number of relationship dynamics
involved, including the stepparent roIe in parenting the stepchild, the non-residential
child's role in the stepfarnily, and the biological parents' role in the new mariage.
Robert (Family #2) indicated he did not know where he stood as a stepparent
and as a spouse, giving the example of Rebecca's father telling hirn that he was not a
parent and did not have any rights. Robert did not feel he was respected as a
sTcepp.m
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continued to foster his anger and hsûation and moments of violence. Rebecca
identified that she made a mistake in letting Robert take on the father role too quickly,

as she should have let her sons adjust to Robert being a new part of their family and
forrn a relationship first. Robert's hstration and anger Ied to verbal and physical
abuse towards Rebecca and her chiIdren. She did not agree with how Robert treated
her children which resulted in many arguments in the relationship.
The stepfather role for Steve (Farnily #5) was a diffrcult one as he made it
clear he had difficulty communicating with his stepchildren and he felt the methods
of communication he was using were not effective. It becarne very clear that Steve
did not take the time to bond with his five stepchildren and they did not understand
him and found it difficuk respecting his role as a stepfather.
It is interesting to note that in Farnily M,Ken did not feel confused in his role

as a stepparent because he made it very clear that he was not the father of Michelle's
children, they did not need a second parent, and he was not about to take on the father
role because they were adults. The difference here was that Michelle's children were
older, could fend for themselves and did not live with them.

Disci~line
Discipline was often a very complex area that created a sense of hstration,
discontent and confusion within the six f i l i e s . The similarities among the families
were in how to compromise between parents and stepparents. Disciplinhg chiIdren
can be a difficult issue for stepfamilies as blending two families often results in the
,
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parents have parented alone for a number of years, formed close bonds with their
children and developed an individualized manner of parenting. Trying to find ways
to balance two distinct ways of parenting can create distress, anger, and a sense of
alienation (Visher & Visher 1996).
For Diane and Rick (Family #1) discipline became an area of contention
because Diane was not comfortable with the way Rick disciplined their children and
feIt he did not respect her ways of cornrnunicating with her children when they were
misbehaving. Diane described Rick coming home fiom work and bombarding her
with questions about why the children were misbehaving the way they were and then
instantly taking charge of the kids. Diane indicated that she felt discredited when he
took over, as her hard work with coping with the children al1 day was not recognized.
AIso, it may have created the situation of her children not listening to her when she is
disciplining them but being very compliant when Rick got home or when he called
her on the phone while they were misbehaving. The discussion centered on how their
differences could work to their benefit.
For Robert and Rebecca (Family # 2) it was very clear that they had two
issues of discontent in regards to discipline; standards of maturity and accountability,
and methods of discipline, Robert felt it was important that Rebecca's children be

made accountable for their actions and not be "spoiled" by letting them get away with
misbehaviour. Robert felt strongly that Rebecca's eIdest son appeared only when he
needed or wanted something and that he did not accept responsibility for his actions.
It becarne very clear for this family that a rift formed between the couple due to
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was hlly explored and it was emphasized that this was not an acceptable form of
punishment.
For Steve and Rebecca (FamiIy #6) discipline was an area of disagreement
because Rebecca did not agree with how Steve treated her children. Rebecca felt
Steve did not understand that her children did not respond to yelling and screaming
and due to their abusive past it had a traumatic effect. Steve on the other hand did not
see the problem with his actions because it was the way he handled his own son
without problems arising.
For Michelle and Ken (Farnily #4) learning to compromise in regards to house
rules when Michelle's children visited was a challenge. Ken was not comfortable
with the idea that her children stayed with h e m but recognized that this was part of
the reaIity of being a part of Michelle's life and that some compromises needed to be
worked out.
It is interesting to note that the difference for Farnily #4, in cornparison to the
three other families, was the difference in age of the children and the different manner
in which they were perceived. It was clear for Michelle and Ken that her children
were old enough to fend for themselves and did not need to be parented, however
they did need to be advised of the new house rules and how they were expected to
treat Ken. Ken had very clear expectations of how these aduIt children were expected
to behave in what was aIso his home.

Muhide issues in Steafamilies
It was apparent that in five of the stepfamilies with whom the student worked
the presence of multiple other issues interfered with work on presenting s t e p f d y
difficulties. U~esolvedissues fiom the past added to the dil5cuity of the blending
process, and resolving day to day issues stepfamilies face in learning to [ive together

as a new family. The social work student recognized that it was important to examine
the p s t issues in addition to the current stepfamily functioning.
For Ji11 and Derek (Farnily #3), the level of conflict they brought to the
therapy session and the nurnber of issues that arose, exacerbated the dificulty of their
family situation. It became very difficult to address stepfamily issues with Jill and
Derek because many other issues related to their past took precedence and added
complexity to their stepfamily life. These issues included Jill's past history of alcohol
and drug use. Derek's hurt and mistrust as a result of Jill's tendency to lie, as well as
unresolved issues from Jill's past relationships. Sessions focused on communication
skilIs to resolve high conflict while issues of Derek's son and the relationship with his
fomer wife became secondary.
For Steve and Rebecca (Farnily #5) they experienced multiple issues related to
their past in relation to past sexuai, physical, and emotional abuse experienced by
Rebecca and her children. This a£Fected the whole make-up of their new stepfamily

as the children are continually dealing with safety issues when Steve becomes
verbaily abusive. tt was clear Rebecca still experienced insecurities in her
i-elationship with Steve as a resuit of the abuse she experienced while with her former
spouse.

For Sharon and Ken (Family #6) it was clear Sharon's illness affected the
family in nurnerous ways. in several incidents her illness affected the family's ability
to get Kathy and Michael to school as she was too il1 to do so, so Ken was forced to
drive the children in the momings despite being exhausted from caring for their
youngest throughout the night.
Robert and Rebecca's (Family #2) multi-problem issues came as they
continued to deal with the physical and emotional abuse, past and present, in their
relationship. Rebecca stated two of her former spouses were abusive and Robert
admitted he had dealt with past physical abuse as a child. Robert also admitted that
he recognizes he has anger issues that are a result of his past, which has resulted in his
abusive behaviour towards Rebecca. For Diane and Rick (Family #1) the coparenting relationship was complicated by stepmother discipline methods that were
termed abusive by the biological mother.

CHAPTER S

EVALUATION
This chapter will uutline the results and interpretation of the various forms of
evaluation used in this practicum. The index of Farnily Relations (FR) scale and the

Kansas Family Life Satisfaction (KFLS) scale were administered prior to the first

session and at the end of the counselling. As previously described in Chapter 3, a
verbal evaluation was used based on videotaped sessions, and a client satisfaction

questionnaire was used to determine the social work students effectiveness in
working with stepfarnilies.
Tt was very difficult to complete post-test mesures due to unexpected noshows From a number of families and a lack of response rate fiom rnailed post-test
measures and client satisfaction questionnaires. For these particular clients the student
relied mainly on a narrative evahation fiom videotaped sessions in which goals were
discussed and reviewed. Due to the small sarnpIe size o f 6 families and the lack of
response rate the measures were not analyzed statistically but were interpreted
individudly and compared with verbd evduations.

Farnilv #1
For Diane and Rick it became evident that the scaies used to rate family
Functioning did not appropriatety reflect their concerns. The presenting issue for this

famiIy involved the strained relationship in the binuclear family system, between
Diane and Rick and his former spouse Emily, rather than their current famiIy

relationship. The pre-test was completed, but the post test measure was not because it
was mailed and not retumed.

The pre-test scores reflected very high farnily life satisfaction in regards to the
relationship between spouses and children. This reflected what Diane indicated in the
frrst session, that she was very happy with her relationship with Rick, îhey both had a
good relationship with their children and felt they treated their children equally as that
was something they believed in strongly.
It is interesting to note individual item scores on the KFLS in which the first
question asked how satisfied the clients were with their family life, Diane specified
she was somewhat dissatisfied whereas Rick was satisfied. Diane's score might have
indicated her personal concem with her conflicted relationship with Emily as Diane
stated in the first session that she was bothered by the fact that Emily refused to
accept her attempts to strengthen their relationship. It may have also provided an
early indication that she had conflicted feelings and viewpoints over how Rick
disciplined her children because, as was discussed earlier, towards the end of
counselling it was revealed that Diane had some difficulty with Rick discounting her
abilities as a parent. Therefore, Diane's insecurities in regards to her relationship
with Emily and her parenting style may have been reflected on her individual score
when asked about her overall family life satisfaction.
Goals were reviewed in the last two couple sessions with Diane and Rick and
Diane said she felt satisfied with her relationship with Emily and indicated that it had
improved. The improvement in their relationship may have been reflective of the fact
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for a newbom rather than her hostility towards Diane and Rick. However, Diane felt
it was important to schedule a few more sessions to discuss their contradictory ideas
about parenting. Diane also added that it was beneficial for them to discuss this
because it brought up some very important issues in their relationship. Rick also
asked if it was okay to set up sessions on an as needed basis, which the student
advised would be agreeable until the end of August 2001. Another session was
scheduled for two weeks later but Diane and Rick cancelled and the social work
student was not able to reconnect to determine whether they wished to continue
counselling. The student felt that the counselling provided to Diane and Rick resulted
in a change of relationship for Diane and Emily, however it is difficult to determine
whether it was a direct result of the intervention.

Familv #3
The social work student also found it difficult to have pre and post test
measures completed by Robert and Rebecca for a number of factors. First, Robert
indicated his difficulty with reading and wtiting and he usually asked Rebecca to help
him fil1 out forms but due to their separation pnor to the commencement of
counselling he requested that he take time to fil1 it out at home. M e r numerous
requests Robert handed back the IFR and KFLS weeks later when he began
individual counselling. When goals were reviewed verbally after the second couple
session, Robert was extrernely unhappy and stated that counselling had not helped

Robert contacted the student a week later to set up individual counselling for support
during the separation process. As individual counselling progressed, goals were
reviewed verbally and Robert indicated that the support was helping, he was
begiming to meet new fnends and had a stronger focus on school, which made the
separation process easier. A wrap up session was set up to review progress and any
changes that resulted from counselling, however Robert cancelled and the student was
not able to reschedule. Robert was fairly transient between his mother and brother's
house d e r the separation with Rebecca and stated he was planning to move in the
spring, hence the student was not able to contact him by phone or mail to have posttest measures completed.
Rebecca also took the pre-test forms home to complete but did not retum
them. This may have been related to the fact that she was extremely distressed and
concerned for her safety due to Robert's stalking behaviour after she had just left him,
and she may not have had the mental energy to fil1 out forms. Verbal evaluation of
the progress of counselling for Rebecca indicated that she was open to individual
counselling afler the last couple session but the first individual session had to end
very quickly because she was frightened of the possibility Robert might see her there.
The social work student spent the Iast session safety planning, conducted a quick
review of the services she received, and referred her to another agency for individual
counselling. Rebecca said she found the counselling helpful because she felt
supported that she was doing the nght thing and it helped her realize a few things
about their relationship. Rebecca aIso stated that she realized through couple
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she nor Robert did during their relationship. The social work student was not able to
contact Rebecca by phone or mail because her number had changed and she
mentioned she would probably move for the safety of herself and her son.
in this situation the social work student was only able to use a verbal

evahation as an indicator of change because of safety concems related to ongoing
contact behveen this couple. individual counselling provided her the opportunity to
identiQ her fears and make decisions about the nature of the post-separation
relationship, Le. no contact, It is interesting to note that couple counselling helped
her realize she was doing the nght thing (to separate) which may be an indication that
her reason for agreeing to couple counselling was to finalize her wish to separate in a
safe manner. Therefore, for Rebecca counselling provided the necessary step for her
to get out of an unhealthy relationship for the sake of her child and herself.

Farnilv #3

The scores for Ji11 and Derek in both the FR and the KFLS indicated that
overall farnily stress and satisfaction within their relationship had gotten worse as
counselling progressed. It appeared that the scales accurately reflected the stage of
their relationship and family Iife. The FR scale for Derek indicated a drastic
decrease in farnily life satisfaction as his score increased 26 points in the post test
indicating severe distress. ïhis clearly reflected Derek's feelings that he was unsure
of whether he wanted to remain in the relationship as well as his intense Feelings of
anger, hurt and hstration that he was not in a relationship with someone he could
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From the very beginning it was surprising that both their pre-test scores suggested a
lower level of farnily distress. This may have reflected the fact that they had not yet
faced the problems in their relationship and counselling made them confront the
reality of their situation. As couple counselling progressed the issue of whether they
were both willing to work towards changing their relationship or focus on sepration
and l e m to CO-parentbecame the bottom line.
The verbal evaluation in which goals were reviewed also supported the scale
resuIts as Jill and Derek both stated that their overall goal had not changed or
progressed and still needed to be addressed. There was no indication of change for
this couple,

Farnilv 84
Michelle was asked to complete the pre and post test meastires. Because Ken
joined counselling midway through the process he was not asked to fill out the scales;
however, he was asked to fill out the client satisfaction questionnaire.
The cornparison between the pre and post scores of the FR created an
interesting picture for Michelle and insight into the distress she was feeling about ber
extended family. It was clear that she applied the scales to her farnily as a whole.

The FR scale provides an indication of overall family stress and points out the degree
of family difficulties; a score above 30 implies a clinically significant problem
(Corcoran & Fischer, 1994). Michelle's pre-test score was 86 and the authors note a
score above 70 denotes severe distress. This was very evident in the first session as

fiom al1 sides of her famiIy. This was also corroborated when examinhg individual
scores. For instance when asked if there seemed to be a lot of friction in the family
Michelle wrote down "a good part of the time," or when asked if she felt left out of
her family Michelle stated "most of the time." Her feelings of stress, anxiety and
feeling caught in the middle were reflected in her score.
The post-test iFR score of 100, higher lhan the pre-test, was possibly due to a

number of factors. Despite the fact that family functioning did not improve according
to the scale, Michelle's score may have been more reflective of the fact that she could
not change the way her family behaved but could examine how she expected to be
tceated by her family. It was clear at the end of counselling that her family's opinions
of her relationship with Ken had not improved and the stress and strain still remained
between Ken and her sisters, which was reflected in the discussions surroundhg
civility and not placing expectations on family members to like each other.
Therefore, Michelle may have gained more awareness of what was realistic based on
the difficulties she was facing with her family and what she could expect of her
family members.
The KFLS provides an indication of satisfaction with the spousal, child and
overall family relationships. A slight improvement was noted here in which
Michelle's pre-test score was 21 and her post-test score was 18, possibly indicating an
improvement in how she felt about her farnily life with this scaIe being more
reflective of change in the therapeutic process. The KFLS scale may have been a
more accurate indicator that she was not happy with her family actions of the past but
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farnily on an individual level. As was discussed in sessions, Michelle socialized with
her family on a more individual b a i s based on the compromises she had worked out
with Ken, and she may have felt more assured that this was an acceptable way of
connecting with her family.
Verbal evaluation of goals during the wrap-up session provided an indication
that a few things had changed in Michelle and Ken's relationship. Michelle stated
that she had more insight into how they could cornmunicate better and use their
strong compromising skills to deal with issues as tiiey came along. Ken stated that he
had not changed because he always compromised when they were dealing with her
family.

Familv #5
For Rebecca and Steve the pre and post test scores for the i l 3 and KFLS
implied a drastic change in family stress and relationship satisfaction. The difference
in scores reflected a positive shift towards fmily and relationship satisfaction as the

FR and KFLS scores dropped from an indication of severe stress to an increased
feeling of relationship satisfaction, The scores for Rebecca reflected the most
increased notion of change as her pre-test score was 66 (reflecting severe distress)
and her post-test score dropped to 34. The KFLS scores were able to provide a
clearer picture of the change in the individual sub-systems of their stepfarnily Iife.
Steve's score jurnped fiom 20 points (pre-test) to 24 points (post-test). Steve
recorded "sornewhat dissatisfied" in the pre-test when asked how he felt about the
reiaiionship wiih his chiiriren, witereas in iiie posi-iesi ne indicaieci "saasfie&- Z~is

provided an individual reflection of change that Steve's relationship with his
stepchildren had improved over the course of couple and family counsclling.
Rebecca's KFLS pre-test score of 19 increased to a score of 27 in the post-test and the
rnost considerable change was noted in her relationship with her spouse. She
indicated feeling "dissatisfied" with the spousal reiationship in the pre-test whereas in
the post-test she jwnped to "extremely satisfied."

The verbal evaluation throughout the course of counselling reflected this
change in family and relationship satisfaction as Rebecca stated, "Steve's anger has
improved a Lot and because our relationship h a improved so ha the relationship with
the kids. The house is more harmonic than before. Our personalities are that once
we've been s h o w sornettiing we use it. It's just there and we don't even think about
it." Rebecca and Steve made it very clear towards the end of counseIling that iheir
relationship was improving because they had gained a bener understanding of each
other and had improved the way they communicated. Overall, Rebecca felt that they
had a better sense of family.
It would appear that for this family the social work student's method of
intervention was successful in ligtit of the reflection of change in the scores for the
scales used, which was firrther supported by the narrative assessrnent of change
thughout the practicum. The counselling services provided to Rebecca and Steve
appeared to have individuaily addressed their concems as Steve noted bis relationship
with his stepchildren had improved considerabiy and Rebecca noted that her

relationship with Steve had drasticaIIy improved.

Familv #6
The social work student was unsuccessfiil in administering the post-test scaie
for Sharon and Ken due to the inconsistency in setting up sessions and the unexpected
discontinuation of services. The student was able to contact Sharon and Ken by
phone and drop off the post-test scale to their home, however the forms were not
retumed and the student continued tu have difficulty contacting to follow-up on the
post-test measures. Similm to Family #1, the scales used to assess family functioning
were not appropriate as the main concern for Sharon and Ken was the bi-nuclear
relationship with her former spouse. Due to the length of time that passed between
sessions the social work student was not able to hlly assess and review goals.
The pre-test KFLS scores between Sharon and Ken indicate a IO-point
difference in range for the assessrnent of relationship satisfaction with Ken having the
higher score. On individuaI items Sharon felt "mixed" when asked how satisfied she
was with her family life whereas Ken indicated he was "satisfied." Sharon also felt
"mixed" in her relationship with her children. The student's interpretation of these
results was that they reflected Sharon's insecurities as a mother and concem for her
children's well being. According to the pre test scores Ken was "extremely satisfied"
in his relationship with Sharon and his chikiren. These results appear to reflect Ken's
o v e d l satisfaction with his immediate farnily but the KFLS did not address the
hstration he experienced when dealing with Sharon's former spouse.

David
Fortunately, the social work student was able to complete pre and posttest
mesures with the comparison of tests indicating a slight positive change in scores.
The F R for David decreased from a pre-test score of 62 to a post-test score of 54,
which could have reflected the concems he had with his children as he indicated in
the first session. It is important to note that the social work student felt the FR did
not adequately reflect his concems with the CO-parentingrelationship.
The most notable difference was in the individual scores on the KFLS in
which David stated he was "somewhat dissatisfied" with his children's relationship
with each other in the pre-test but felt "somewhat satisfied" in the post-test. This may
reflect the family therapy session with David and his children in which concerns
related to the divorce and the current status of visitation were addressed. This w s
corroborated by David's indication that he would find the farnily session helpful if
they were able to transfer what was discussed to their day to day family lives. Posttest scores may have been an indication that the farniiy therapy intervention may have
had an impact towards positive change.

Evaluation Challenees
Completing the evaluation portion of the practicurn was met with some
unanticipated difficulties. It was very difficult to have the pre-test mesure
completed due to a number of factors. A few clients found it an overwhelming task
to fil1 out the iFR and KFLS scales due to literacy problems or simply due to the

Outcome Measures form also be filled out and, in a few cases, the clients requested to
take the forms home to be filled out because the 15 minutes ailotted before the
session did not seem to be enough time. As a result, difficulties arose in getting the
pre-test measures returned. For the cases in which literacy was a problem the spouses
would help the client fi11 out the forms which raised the question of how accurately
the reported information related to the individual. Did the spouses influence the
reported answers? Did the individual client have a clear understanding of the
questions on the questionnaires?
The completion rate for post-test rneasures also became a problem. in a

number of cases the social work student found that clients drifted away by cancelling
a session and failing to reschedule or the social work student was unable to reconnect
with them to determine whether there was still a need for counselling services. For

the clients who drifted away the student was very aware of the fact that time and

availability became a factor due to the complexity of their stepfamily lives which
made it al1 the more difficult to reconnect and set up a wrap-up session. Therefore,
for these cases the student was not able to get a clear idea of what factors led to the
discontinuation of counselling services.
in addition, the scales used to assess family stress and satisfaction did not
properly address the issue of the CO-parentingreIationship because the scale only
addressed the immediate farnily environment. For two clients the main problem was
their reIationship with the fonner spouse, not the immediate farnily. in hindsight, the
"Coparental interaction Scale" (see Appendix E) wouId have more appropriate for

addressing the "bi-nuclear" family relationship (Ahrons & Wallisch, 1987) as this
was more comprehensive in addressing stepfamily issues.
Overall, the social work student found the evaluation more difficult than
anticipated because termination did not always occur as planned. Ensuring a 100%
completion for the pre-test measures also required diligent tracking because clients
ofien failed to remember to hand them in.

Client Satisfaction Questionnaire
The client satisfaction questionnaire was administered to help assess the
effectiveness of the support and interventions, and the cIient satisfaction provided by
the social work student. As previousIy mentioned, the questionnaire included 8
questions in a Likert scale format ("yes definitely" to "no, definitely not") and 2
open-ended questions. The following discussion will examine a few key questions,
display responses from the open-ended format as they appeared on the questionnaire,
and surnrnarize the possible themes that emerged in relation to the counselling
provided by the social work student. Out of 13 questionnaires administered, 7 were
retumed. It is important to note that in order to gain the most honest and accurate
information, the questionnaires were administered anonyrnously.

Ouestionnaire Results
in response to the first question, which asked clients to rate how satisfied they

were with the counselling they received, 2 stated they were "extremely satisfied," 4
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counselling helped them deal more effectively with the issues outlined in counselling,
4 indicated "Yes, definitely," 2 said "maybe," and 1 rated, "yes, I think so." In

response to the questions of how cornfortable they felt with the counsellor, a
unanimous response of "yes, definitely" was noted. When asked whether they felt the
social work student undentood their problems, 5 ctients responded "yes, definitely"
and 2 noted "Yes, 1think so."
Question #5 which addressed how satisfied clients were with the number of
sessions received, responses ranged from "Extremely satisfied" to "Unsatisfied."
There did not seem to be a clear pattern with answers to this question. The sarne
result appeared for Questions #6 in which clients were asked if they were content
with the termination process of counselling.

The following describes the written responses to the two open-ended questions.

The parts of counselling 1 found most hetpful were:
"It helped me realize that perhaps 1had been handling things in a reasonable manner"
"My counsellor's patience and objective view. 1especially enjoyed the suggestions
and her constant support."
"Her skills and the diagrams [of communication patterns]."
"The suggestions given, hearing both sides and helping us work together instead of
against each other. Meera is very understanding and helphl. Has a lot of great
ideas."
"1 found that Michelle was led to accept the way things were instead of the way she
would like them to be."

"Meera did an exceIIent job of facilitating the meeting with my children - helping us
to hear each other and articuiate what we were experiencing and feeling in the
ca[.rt;rrorh;n
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"Having a referee, the guidance and suggestions for cornmunication. Someone that
actually listens."
What suggestions do you have to make counseIling more helpful to you in the
future?

"None, everything has been excellent and couldn't be happier with our service."
'%ne.

More pictures."

A review of the findings Eom the ctient satisfaction questionnaires revealed a

number of thernes. In response to questions #3 & #4, the value of deveIoping a
rapport becarne apparent because for the majority of questionnaires returned most fett
they were understood and feIt cornfortable with the social work student, These results
rnay suggest that Forming a rapport and feeling understood is a fundamental part of
the counselling process because distressed couples, individuals or families rnay lose

sight of listening, understanding, and appreciating each other. Part of the rapport
buiiding process was for the sociai work student to demonstrate ways to create
understanding and awareness and thereby promote the strength of the coupte bond. It
is important to note that a strong rapport adds to the effectiveness of counseiling by
sirnply providing support and listening without judgement to clients concems. This

was noted above in the response to question #9 in which one client indicated being
heard was most helpful.

The responses to the questions asking if they were satisfied with the aumber
of sessions received and the termination process was mixed. This reflected the fact
that temination did not run as smoothly as hoped for a number of clients due to
factors out of their contrd. For example, David was disappointed that the bi-nuclear

session arranged for hirn, Sharon, and Ken was cancelled due to Sharon's ilhess.
Even though clients were advised they could request to be transferred to another
counsellor if additional service was needed, they may not have been comfortable with
getting to know another counsellor in the agency.
The theme that emerged from the open-ended question section was that the
supportive, non-judgrnental stance provided by the social work student was effective
in working towards change in behaviour, communication and relationship patterns.
This also supports the idea that the rapport building process was successful with
rnany of the clients, as they may have felt more comfortable in their willingness to
explore change, It appears that the psychoeducational approach of suggesting
recommended patterns of interaction for stepfamilies, such as respecting parenting
abilities of the former spouse, was helpfiil in initiating change because a few clients
mentioned its usefulness. The usefulness of the strengths approach was clearly
indicated for one client who stated that they realized they were dealing with
stepfamily issues in a sensible way.

A very helpful suggestion for the social work student came as one
questionnaire indicated "more pictures" as a suggestion for fiiture counselling. ï h e
social work student was cognizant when diagrams were used as a counselhg tool to
show patterns of interaction or methods of communication that this was an effective
rnanner of displaying the reality of a particular client's situation.
Overall, it appeared that the majority of responses indicated a sense of
satisfaction and a positive reflection of the counselling services provided by the social
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was provided which was one of the most vduable components of the comselling
services.

Evaluation of Auuroaches Used
As previously mentioned, three main approaches were used throughout the
practicurn, solution-focused, psychoeducational and strengths. The social work
student experienced advantages and disadvantages and similarities and differences in
the use of these approaches.
The advantage of using the solution-focused approach was the fact that it was
very usehl in focusing the families on solutions rather than problems. It was very
evident that some of the families were enrneshed in lengthy storytelling about the
problems arising in their stepfarnily [ives. The use of SFT kept the families focused
on ways to resolve situations and think towards the future rather than the past. It also
helped families think of soiutions based an their own resources and past experiences.
For instance, the use of SFT was very effective with Family #6 when it was used to
examine how Sharon and David had communicated successfully in the past. It was
also very effective for Family #3 in which a scale was created to detemine the degree
to which the couple wished to separate. The scale was used to create a clear
illustration of what needed to be done to work towards remaining together and an
overall goal in working towards the hture.
The disadvantage of the solution-focused approach lies in the fact that it does
not recognize the influence of past events or experiences on current day to day
functioning. As mentioned previously, many of the stepfamilie~continuecl t~ dm!

with past unresolved issues which required the student to incorporate an examination
of how the past issues affected the difficulty and complexity of functioning within a
stepfmily. The solution-focused approach also fails to address the issue of emotions
and how these might impact a stepfarnily. Many emotions are involved in the various
relationships and dynmics formed by a stepfmily, and must be recognized and
discussed before fmilies can examine how the presenting problem rnight be resolved.

The advantage of using the psychoeducational approach is based on its ability
to provide information on the recommended ways for families to cope in forming a
new stepfarnily. This approach added to the supportive role provided by the student
in guiding stepfmilies towards a more healthy way of functioning. The
disadvantage of this approach is that it only touches the surface of the issues faced by
stepfmilies. It does not recognize the frustration, uncertainty, anger and despair
otlen experienced by those stepfmilies finding it difficult to function, as it is solely a
tool to provide information and direction. This was evident with Robert in Farnily #2
who indicated feeling angry and hstrated that he did know what his role was as a
stepfather. ïhese feelings had to be acknowIedged before he could accept the
recommendation that a stepparent take time to connect with the stepchildren before
assuming a disciplinary role.
The strengths approach compliments SFT by adding the awareness that people
are very effective in using their own resources yet may need support and guidance in
recognizing the usehlness of their own abilities. The strengths approach addresses
the feelings of hurt, anger and pain through normaiization and supports a client's
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stepfamily. The strengthç approach was used consistentfy throughout the practicurn
in supporting the families' difficdties in coping with a former spouse, hostile

stepchildren or disagreements with the remmied spouse in disciplinhg each other's
children. An important component of the strengths approach is the recognition of
extemal support systems as a form ofcoping with difficult issues in stepfamily life.
For example, the social work student confinuaily encouraged the clients to use the
support of outside agencies, fmilies and friends when having dificuity coping with
stepfamily issues. However, similar to the solution-focused approach, the strengths
approach does not focus on the mot of a problem and may miss key issues related to
the cause of the presenting problem.
It is important to recognize that the three approaches used in the practicum
were not always effective in addressing the goals of the stepfarnilies. With this in
mind. the emotion-focused approach was used to recognize the element of emotions
involved in the problems retated to couple therapy, as solution-focused and
psychoeducational approaches were not able to adequateIy address this component.

Play therapy was also usefui, as drawings were used to assist children who are not at
the developmentai stage where they cm verbalize their feelings or concerus. The use
of pictures or symbols were more helpful in aiiowing the chiidren to express feetings

in refation the their farnily situationThe solution-focused or strengths approach was not useful in addressing the

needs of Steve (Farnily fC5) who found it difficult to control his anger and frustfation
when discipiiig his stepchiIdren. The student made many attempts to identify

exceptions in which he may have deait with the children in a different m e r ,

however Steve was adamant in declaring that this was the way he cornrnunicated and
it was not about to change. Therefore, the student used the Cognitive-Behavioura1
approach to address the issue of yelling and screarning at his stepchildren by
illustrating how thoughts relate to feelings and result in actions. It was at this point
that Steve recognized he could control his anger and cope with the children in a
different rnanner.
The three approaches used worked well together and complimented each other

in many ways but they failed to meet al1 the needs of the families. Hence,
interventions fiom EFT, CBT and play therapy were used and found to be effective.
Therapists need to be flexible in deviating fiom a favoured theoretical approach and
have other available tools from other theoretical approaches.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Leaming Goals
1) To increase ski11 level as a counsellor in couple and family therapy.

This goal was achieved in a number of different ways. 1lemed the value of
using a variety of different approaches rather than sticking to a structured format in
which al1 clients were approached in the same marner. Essentially, the value of
having rnany tools at one's disposai when working with clients can be usehl because
each couple, individual or farniiy respond to different fomis of intervention in
different ways. For the practicum, 1prirnarity used SFT, the Strengths and
Psychoeduational approaches but used a number of additional interventions such as
play therapy, Emotionally Focused approach, and Cognitive Behavioural approach.
The benefit of these strategies became clear with FamilyM when 1was trying to
address the issue of stepfather roles and part of Steve's role was to develop a
relationship first. Initially, a solution-focused approach was used in asking direct
questions about how the situation could be changed with his stepchildren and how he
could let Rebecca uphold the main disciplinarian role. It appeared that he was not
responding very well to this f o n of intervention, therefore it was decided to examine
his anger, from a cognitive-behaviourd perspective, and the role it played when
deaiing with the children. Steve responded very welI to this intervention and seemed

rnuch more open to the idea of Rebecca taking over when he waç having angry
thoughts and needed to take a break to compose himself.
1aIso Ieamed the value of continuous leaming as a counsellor due the opportunity

of attending a number of seminars provided by the FamiIy Centre. For instance, a
play therapy seminar provided the student with a greater awareness and knowledge of
this fom of counselling with children and this intervention was used in a family
therapy session wi th Family #5. A seminar on Cultural Sensitivity fiom an Agency
Perspective provided insight into the cuItural issues that rnay have affected Family #4

in which Ken continually discussed lengthy storieç about the numerous events that led
to the current status of his reiationship with Michelle's family. This rnay have been a
form of communication from his Ksh background. The social work student also

attended the For the Sake of the Children serninar which dealt with divorced parents
Iearning to cope with the CO-parentingrelationship. This seminar provided insight
into the difficulties Farnily #1 and #6 were dealing with when trying to manage a
stressfui retationship with their former spouses.

2) To become well accustomed to the assessment stage of the counselling

process.
1was abk to see the value of a clear and strong assessment with stepfamilies

because of the compIexity of numerous dynamics and relationships that were fonned
fiom the merging of two families. Clear and concise assessments allowed the student
to form a clear picture of where confiicted relationships occurred in the family. A
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often the case, the clients discussed lengthy descriptions of their family members'
misconduct, consequently 1 learned as tirne went dong to be focused and concise in
order to gather the necessary information. This, at times, was a very difficult task for
clients who were hiphly conflictual, as they would argue about the question rather
than answering.
A valuable tool for the assessment phase was the use of the genogram because

it served as a guide in forming a clear picture of who was invoived in the family,

where the non-residentia1 children fit in, how Visitation played out and how hvolved
non-residential parents were in the family. Dtawing the family genograrn had a
cdming eflect for high conflict clients as they concentrated on foming the picture of
the famiIy and it gave them a sense of the complexity of their family dynamics
thereby normaiizing the fact that the famiIy is stniggling. E also learned that the
visual aid of the genograrn created a sense of family because clients would often lose
sight of the fact that this is a new family that they have created and it was worth their
while to fight for a sense ofequilibriurn. OveraIl, the assessment phase created a
sense of direction for the social work student and helped the families realize they are
active participants who have a right to evaluate the type of service they are receiving
through the formulation of goals.

3) To develop additionaI skilIs in couple therapy.
it is interesting to note that the majority of counselling I provided was couple
therapy, with individual and famiIy counseliing interspersed in the counselling
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component of a stepfamily because it is the glue that wilf keep the farnily together.
This was emphasized with most of the clients and became a main issue rather than a
sub-issue.
I was able to work on many aspects of developing the couple bond such as

creating awareness of expectations for the remarriage, finding a balance between
differing parenting styles, highlighting the value of the couple, and finding creative
ways to support each other in the hectic life of a stepfamily. Finding a balance for
differing parenting styles was found to be a challenge because a cornmon
characteristic of the couples was that they were single-parents before the remaniage
and they each had developed very individual, set and stnictured ways of parenting
their own children. It was a difficult task to recognize the benefits of each parenting
style and work out how the two styles could be used in different situations. This was
particularly evident with Farnily #5 in which Rebecca and Steve had each been single
parents for a number of years and Rebecca's approach was a method of survival in
raising five children on her own. Therefore, promoting the team concept and working
together as parents, rather than against each other, became a main focus.
Another interesting aspect of couple therapy was the fact that clients came for
family counselling because they were very concerned for their children's welfare,
however it became apparent that the problems rnainly involved the adults of the
farnily. The clients' concerns centered on the former spouse and their impact on the
child, however the hostility between CO-parentsand stepparents was creating a
considerable amount of distress for the children. Therefore, seeing the children alone
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something wong with them. For this reason, individual counselling sessions with the
children were not undertaken. I refiarned individual counselling for the child into
farnily counselling so the children were able to discuss, as a family, what they liked
and disliked about the current farnily functioning and what they wouid Iike to see
changed. This created a group focus and the fmily was working together for a
comrnon goal of change rather than placing total responsibility on the child.
This Iearning experience was evident in Farnily #6 in which Sharon was very
concemed for her daughter's emotional well-being, but it became clear that animosity
between Sharon and her former spouse may have been creating feelings of being
caught in the middle for her daughter. 1was able to initiate family counselling with
each parent and chiId in order for the children to express their concems about their
farnily hnctioning.
A valuable Iearning experience in relation to couple therapy was to learn to work

with hi& conflict couples in the counselling setting. As was previously discussed,
FamiIy #3 ofien became very heated and 1had to becorne very creative in learning to

manage conflict to remain focused and stay on topic. 1aiso realized that the
numerous methods used to manage conflict were ways to demonstrate to the coupte
different ways of communicating when in disagreement. For example, as previously

discussed, 1 used the one-way mirror to separate and promote active iistening skiils.

With FamiIy #5 1 took a IO-minutebreak to re-focus d e r a heated discussion in order
to demonstrate the benefits of a tune-out.

4) To develop additional skiil in working with children in stepfamilies.

This learning goal added a very interesthg element to the practicum as 1was able
to explore the various issues that children of different ages ded with in stepfamilies.
Children in stepfamilies cope with their family life in different ways depending on
their age and 1w u able to explore this fact first hand in the counselling setting. 1
compared the different ages of children and leamed to work with them in different
ways depending on their age level. As was demonstrated with Farnily iil, Diane and
Rick had small children who were accepting of Rick's level of authority within their
family. Because the children were very young, behavioural problems may have been
a reaction to the difficulties they were facing in their family life. Therefore, 1
attempted to examine the parents role in supporthg their children rather than
attempting to counsel the children which would have been ineffective due to their
very young age.
1had the most direct contact with adolescents and was able to recognize typical

issues of this age group. As waç seen with Farnily #5 & 6,adolescents are beginning
to search for and clairn their independence, which adds to the stress of stepfamily life.
1 was also able to explore the dynarnics ofolder children in stepfmilies, as was the

case with Family #4, whose adult chikiren were no longer Living in the family home.
The literature indicates that children tend to move out sooner than chiIdren in nuclear
families, which was the case for Michelle whose daughter moved out at 18 years old
as she was not prepared to live with her mother's partner. As Michelle's daughter
was an adult the focus was not how to mutuaIIy parent but how she can form a new

relationship with her daughter and indicate to her children that they are expected to
respect the new rules of her home.
1was also able to explore different therapeutic tools in working with children,

thereby expanding the experience and repertoire. For instance, 1gained experience in
play therapy by using playdough and coloring in a fmily therapy session with Family
#5. hterpretations were discussed to bring meaning to the children's artwork. Play

therapy becarne another method of communication and expression when exploring
the benefits and drawbacks of stepfamily life.

5) To develop additional skill in the assessment of a clients process of change.

This learning goal became an invaluable tooi in working as a counsellor as 1
realized that continual assessrnent is an important piece of the counselling process.
Continually assessing the progress of goals outlined during the assessrnent stage gave

an indication of how well the counselling process was moving and whether goals
were still appropriate to the needs of the clients. This was demonstmted with Family
#5 who initially felt that the couple element of their farnily life was an important

focus. After things began to improve in their relationship the, focus needed to change
towards the parenting aspect of their relationship. 1found that as progress was
reviewed on a regular basis, Rebecca and Steve were better able to articulate what
was needed fiom the social work student.
AIso, continually assessing goals gave the clients a sense that they were an
integrd part of the therapeutic process, provided them with a sense of empowerment

and control in the counselling process and their input in how they were being served
was valuable idonnation to the social work student.

Serendi~itousLeamine
Serendipitous learning during the practicum period provided valuable
information and awareness in working with stepfamilies. I had the opportunity to
conduct sessions in the home of Fmily $5, which was an unexpected turn of events.
Horne visits provided an awareness of family dynarnics within the home environment
and strengthened the rapport between clients and counsellor as 1made an effort to
accommodate to the family's needs.
There was also a reaIization that for multi-issue stepfamilies, unresolved
problems fiom past events had an increased impact on overall family functioning.
Adjusting to stepfmiIy life and finding ways to form new relationships and family
traditions within this farniIy form is a very difficult process. Unresolved issues or life
difficdties fiom past experiences make the bIending process dl the more strenuous
on all mernbers of the family. This was demonstrated with most of the stepfamilies
involved in the practicum. FamiIy #1 encountered trauma fiom past relationships
interfering with their curent fmily functioning. Famity #2 experienced issues of
past and present domestic violence impeding the development of theu stepfamily

bond. Family #3 encountered problems of alcohol use and unresolved issues of past
relationships interfering with the development of their own relationship. FamiIy #5
was coping with the Iong-tenn impact of chiIdhood sexual, physicaI and ernotional

Also, 1was able to Iearn the value of visual aids when working on various
issues, which can be another way of explainhg an intevention or displaying issues
that may need to be changed. For instance, diagrams of patterns of interaction and
scding were used for Family #3 and #5 to create a clear picture of the cycle of theu
relationship, the impact it had on the family and their relationship, and where they
were able to intempt the cycle and work towards positive change. The value of this
tool was realized when Steve, from Family #5, stated, "you can taUc al1 you want but
writing it d o m makes more sense."

Recommendations
The first recornrnendation relates to the topic of multi-issue families which
was a component of a nurnber of families I with. It is important for family therapists

working with stepfamilies to take into account the global picture of factors separate
from blended farnily issues that may be influencing the family distress. As was

previously mentioned, illness, family violence, anger issues or unresotved past
relationships add to the complexity of stepfmily dynarnics. in addition, it appears
that the research Iiterature is lirnited in explonng the influence of muItipIe issues on
stepfmily blending. However, a small nurnber of studies have examined nonresidential mothers who have celinquished custody to the father due to emotional or
dmg and alcohol abuse issues (Depner, 1993). Thecefore, more research on the
impact of multiple-issues on the blending process or overall stepfamily Me is needed.
Second, it appears that the need for psychoeducation is very apparent despite
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are on the rise (Wu, 1994). It seems evident that stepfamilies still feel isolated in
their experiences and this approach can provide a sense of normalcy to the difficulties
they are facing in coping with forming new relationships and creating new family
traditions. Agencies could offer regular educational groups on expectations,
boundaries, stepfamily roles and the overall blending process.
in conjunction with the psychoeducational approach, it is recommended that

family therapists consider using the strengths approach when working with
stepfamilies. It is beneficial for families to examine the value of their own resources
and to recognize the benefits of their own problem solving abilities. This approach
reinforces the notion that they have been functioning the best way possible, that they
have the ability to continue to do so and it is another way to normalize and validate
their experiences.

Conclusion
StepfarniIies continue to experience the comrnon issues as outlined in the
literature review. Stepfamilies are still not an accepted social n o m in today's society
regardless of the growing rates of remariage, thereby adding to the stress and strain
of biending two families. The complexity of stepfamily life involves role confusion,
the development of intemal and extemai relationships, setting boundaries, and
developing the couple bond.
The importance of recognizing that stepfamilies are not similar in function
and form as nuclear families and creating an awareness of the issues specific to
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social work student provided. The use of the strengths and psychoeducational
approaches created an increased ability for families to recognize and explore
stepfamily concerns and appreciate the benefits of the new family they have created.
Overall, the social work student achieved the goal of acquiring a greater sense
of awareness and experience in working with various areas of the stepfamily system
and sub-systems. The flexibility of using an eclectic approach provided the student
with an expanded knowledge in the couple and family therapy field as well as
recognition that each client has very individual needs and will respond to different
interventions in diverse ways.
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Client Satisfaction Questionnaire
1) Overall, how satisfied were you with the counselling you received?
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satistïed

Satisfied

Unsatisîïed

Very Unsatisfied

2) Did counselling help you in dealing with your issues more effectively?
Ycs. dcfinitely

Yes, 1 think so

Maybe

No, 1 do not think so

No, definitely not

3) Did you feel the social worker understood your problems?
Yes, definirely

Yes, I think so

Mqbe

No, 1 do nor think so

No, definitely not

4) Did you feel cornfortable in talking with the socid worker?
Yes, dcfinitely

Yes, 1 think so

Maybe

No, i do not think so

No, definitely not

5) Were you satisfied with the number of session you received?
Extremeiy Satisfied
I

Very Satisfied
7

Satisfied

Unsatisfied

Very Unsatisfied

3

4

5

6) Were you satisfied with the termination of counsehg?
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Unsatisfied

Very Unsatisfied

7) If you were seeking help again would you corne back for this type of counselling?
Extremely Satisfied

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Unsatisfied

Very Unsatisfied

8) Would you recommend stepfarnily counse1ling to a friend or a family member
experiencing sirnila.problerns?
Yes, detinitely

Yes, 1 think so

Maybe

No, 1 do not think so

No. detinitely not

I

9) The parts of counselling found most helpful were:

10) What suggestions do you have to make counseIling more helphl to you in the
future?

index of Family ReIations (FR)
This questionnaire is designed to measure the way you feei about your family as a
wtiole. It is not a test, so there are no right or Wang ansivers. Answer each item as
carefully and as accurately as you cm by placing a number before each question.
1= None of the tirne
3= Very rarely
3= A little of the time
4= Some of the time
5- A good part of the time
6= Most of the time
7= AI1 of the tirne
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

-The members of my fmily really care about each other.
1think my family is terrifie.

-My farnily gets on my nerves.
- I really enjoy my family.
- I can really depend on my fmily.
- I really do not care to be around my family.
- 1wish Iwas not part of this famiIy.

- 1get dong well with my farnily.

9. -Mernbers of my family argue too much.
10. -There is no sense of cIoseness in my fxrdy.
I 1. -i feel like a stranger in my family.
12. - My farnily does not understand me.
13. -There is too much hatred in my family.
14. -Members of my famiIy are reaIly good to one another.
15. -My famiIy is weIl respected by those who know us.
16. -There seems to be a lot of friction in my family.
17. -There is a lot of Iove in my family.
18. -Members of my family get along welI together.
19. -Life in rny fami1y is generaily unpleasant.
20. -My farnily is a great joy to me.
21. -Ifeelproudofmyfamily.
22. -Other families seern to get along better than ours.
23. -My farnily is a real source of comfort to me.
24. -1 feeI left out ofmy famiIy.
25. -My family is an unhappy one.

Appendix C

Kansas Family Life Satisfaction Scale (KFLS)
For each of the following four questions please indicate your satisfaction by recording
your answer in the space to the lefl of the item. Use the following scale to indicate
your response.
1= Extremely dissatisfied
2= Dissatisfied
3= Somewhat dissatisfied
4= Mixed
5= Somewhat satisfied
6= Satisfied
7= Extremety satisfied
1. -How satisfied are you with your family life?
2. -How satisfied are you with your relationship with your spouse?
3. -How satisfied are you with your relationship with your child(ren)?
4.
How satisfied are you with your children's relationship with each other
(Answer only if you have more than one child.)
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Appendix E

Coparental Interaction Scale
At the present time, which of the foIlowing do you share with y o u former spouse?
1= Never
2= Rarely
3= Sometimes
4= Usually
5= Always
1. - Making major decisions regarding your children's lives.
Making day-to-day decisions regarding your children's lives.
2.
3. -Discussing personal problems your chitdren may be experiencing.
4. - Discussing school andlor medical problems.
5. -Planning special events in your children's lives.
6 . -Talking about y o u children's accornpIishments and progress.
7. -Talking about problems you are having in raising the children.
8. -Discussing how the children are adjusting to the divorce.
9. -Discussing problems you are having with the coparenting relationship.
10. -Discussing finances in regards to your children.

